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I.

INTRODUCTION

The California Public Employees' Retirement System and its Board
of Administration (collectively "CalPERS") are deliberately building a
bureaucratic Catch-22 1 trap that does not exist in law. CalPERS attempts to
impose the Government Claims Act ("GCA", Government Code, §§900, et

seq.

i

to limit its constitutional obligations and legal duties to its Members,

and in particular to drastically limit CalPERS' affirmative duties to
unnamed class members.
With trust and fiduciary responsibilities described in the California

Constitution, case law and statute, CalPERS is unique among state
agencies. (California Constitution, Art. XVI, §17; §§20160, 20164). By
grant of plenary authority and by statute, CalPERS is exclusively
responsible for "management and control" of its pension system. (§20120.)
Mandated with exclusive agency jurisdiction, the CalPERS Board "shall
determine and may modify benefits for service and disability" and "shall
determine ... which persons may be admitted to and continue to receive
benefits under this system." (§§20123, 20125.)
1

Catch-22, a term coined by Joseph Heller, refers to a logical
paradox regarding rules, regulations, procedures, or situations where one
has knowledge of being a victim but no control. See
hitp ://wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch-22_(logic).
2

Unless otherwise indicated, all statutory citations are to the
Government Code.
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As part of its special relationship with its membership, CalPERS
bears affirmative, ongoing duties (as a trust and by statute) to correct any
errors of the pension system throughout the lifetime of a Member and
his/her beneficiaries. (§§20160, 20164(a).) CalPERS is explicitly barred
from asserting a statute of limitations when CalPERS owes money or other
benefits to a Member or beneficiary. (§20164(b)(2).) CalPERS has long
established a functioning formal claims, administration, and hearing
process that routinely handles pension claims for money. 3 No statute of
limitations applies. (§§20160, 20164; City of Oakland v. Public Employees'

Retirement System (2002) 95 Cal.App.4th 29, 50.) Nothing in the Public
Employees' Retirement Law ("PERL", §§20000, et seq.) bars or limits class
actions. 4
However, in this case, CalPERS newly argues that (i) Appellant
David Yost's pension claims are "for money or damages" which are subject
to the GCA, and (ii) the GCA requires that his claims are presented to the
Victim Compensation and Government Claims Board ("VCGCB ") within
one year after accrual or they are barred. (§911.2(a).)

3

CalPERS hearings are subject to the Administrative Procedures Act
(APA) and heard through the Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH).
4

In fact, CalPERS at times directly supports class actions on behalf
of Members against contracting agencies. See Metropolitan Water District
v. Superior Court (2004) 32 Cal.4th 491.
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How are Yost's pension claims different than other pension claims
"for money or damages" that CalPERS routinely processes through its
administrative procedures without any limitation on when they may be
presented?
Yost asserted "class action" claims against CalPERS and presented
them to CalPERS with an offer to settle. The legal "wrinkle" is that under
statute and case law, CalPERS is unable to process class action or
representative claims through its administrative procedures.
What should have occurred? Once Yost presented the claims to
CalPERS for settlement, he satisfied all technical and policy requirements
in the GCA. CalPERS should have settled or excused the adjudication of
those claims through its "functionally equivalent" but inadequate process.
CalPERS should have recognized that Yost satisfied the GCA through an
exception, or that tbe GCA did not apply to limit Yost's action. CalPERS
should have encouraged the Superior Court to decide the underlying
substantive legal issues. CalPERS should have retained its affirmative
duties to correct and no statute of limitations should have applied.
Instead, CalPERS demurred on GCA grounds. It asserted that class
action and other pension claims against CalPERS are claims for money or
damages which must be first presented to the VCGCB before filing in
Superior Court.
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Most unfortunately, CalPERS newly asserts that all class and other
claims for pension monies are limited by the one-year VCGCB presentment
deadline. The trial court agreed.
Yost understands GCA law and purpose. In most cases, unless a
claimant is excused from GCA compliance, he or she must meet the GCA's
notice, settlement, and other policies. Yost chose not to submit or consent
to the VCGCB in order not to voluntarily waive the benefits of CaiPERS
legal duties to him and others. But Yost (i) complied with GCA
requirements or policies in other ways and/or (ii) is excused from
compliance.
While it is largely settled law that virtually all claims against the
State5 or its agencies require one to first file a claim with the VCGCB and
obtain a rejection before filing suit in Superior Court (§945.4), Yost
distinguished this case by citing CalPERS' ongoing duties, no statute of
limitations, CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" claims process (Lozada v.

City and County ofSan Francisco (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th I 139, 1153) and
other exceptions.
Ironically, CalPERS in appellate filings has historically drawn the
5

Although government claims include those against both the State
and local agencies, most of this appeal deals specifically with statutory
terms of claims against the State and its agencies, pursuant to Section
905.2.
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exact same distinction, insisting that all pension claims must be presented
to CalPERS, not the VCGCB.
In reliance on CalPERS' simplified arguments ignoring its duties, the
court erroneously sustained CalPERS' demurrer on GCA grounds without
leave to amend, ruling that Yost was frrst required to present his claim to
the VCGCB within one year. (Order Sustaining Demurrer, 8CT16478CT1656.6) The Court's legal errors are described below.
CalPERS' new paradigm (adopted in the Order Sustaining

Demurrer) is profoundly defective:
First, CalPERS supposedly offers to retain its lifetime duties for
correction of individual Member claims. Under the law established in this
case, however, each pension claim is "for money and damages" subject to a
VCGCB filing and thereafter to litigation in Superior Court. Thus as a
jurisdictional matter, no Member can benefit from CalPERS' administrative
lifetime duties to correct. CalPERS has litigated itself out of its own
jurisdiction and duties.
Second, CalPERS also seeks under this case to establish harsh
restrictions on the rights of unrepresented members of class actions against
CalPERS, who must now file with the VCGCB within one year of the

6

"CT" refers to the Clerk's Transcript on Appeal, with ICT, 2CT,
etc. referring to volumes I through 8, respectively, of the Transcript.
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accrual of the cause of action. Under the trial court's ruling, CalPERS
effectively asserts a one-year statute of limitations and has no duty to
correct its errors.
Facially, CalPERS' attempt at selective retention of jurisdiction for
"individual cases that it likes" while insisting on VCGCB jurisdiction for
"cases it doesn't like" (i.e., class actions) violates due process, equal
protection, the PERL, the GCA, the California Constitution, and public
policy. CalPERS' legal position is arbitrary and capricious, without support
in law, equity, or reason.
Either (1) CalPERS' administrative hearing process is functionally
equivalent and satisfies the GCA or (2) it is not functionally equivalent and
CalPERS cannot continue to hear pension claims for money or damages
because they are required to be presented to the VCGCB.
Simply put, CalPERS is abandoning its duties and forsaking
responsibility because it made costly, undisclosed errors that caused
hundreds or thousands of injured police officers, firefighters, and other
safety Members to be deprived of expensive additional benefits, likely
since the 1970's. Knowing that it is vulnerable under the substantive
pension law, CalPERS resorts to asserting bad procedurallaw. 7 The
7

Ironically, CalPERS as an agency routinely files motions to be
designated as the lead plaintiff in class actions against others. CalPERS
publicizes several on its website. (1) http://www.calpers.ca.gov/index.
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perverse result is: the greater number of Members who are harmed by
CalPERS' errors, the less likely the Members will get relief.
California law and policy obligates CalPERS with affirmative duties
to all Members and favors class actions. (Sav-On Drug Stores, Inc. v.

Superior Court (2004) 34 Ca1.4th 319; 48 Cal.Jur.3d, Parties, §39.)
Appellate courts have heard hundreds of GCA compliance cases.
Nearly all typical GCA legal questions are fundamentally settled. This
appeal, however, presents new and unsettled legal issues that significantly
affect hundreds of thousands of CalPERS Members.
Giving meaning to both the GCA and the PERL, Yost reconciles
both statutory schemes in a coordinated logical manner so that the language
and purposes of both GCA and the PERL are satisfied.
II.

1.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Can CalPERS assert and interpose the GCA so as to limit its

constitutional, fiduciary, and statutory duties to Members? As a policy
matter, are members of a class action entitled for life to the benefit of
CalPERS' constitutional, fiduciary, and statutory duties?
2.

Can CalPERS retain jurisdiction in its administrative process to

resolve certain individual pension claims for "money or damages", but

jsp?bc=/about/press/pr-archive/pr-2009/mar/boa-class-action.xml; (2)
http://www .calpers .ca. gov/index.jsp ?be=/about/press/pr-archive/pr2008/jul/unitedhealth-reach-settlement.xml.
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simultaneously require class and other claims to be presented to the
VCGCB?
3.

If pension claims must be presented to the VCGCB, does

CalPERS necessarily lose jurisdiction in its administrative process to
adjudicate or resolve pension claims?8
4.

By insisting on VCGCB presentment, can CalPERS assert the

accompanying GCA presentment deadlines (i.e., a one-year limitation to
bring claims) and thereby in reality repudiate or limit CalPERS' duty to
correct its errors and omissions when it owes money to a Member and
beneficiaries for life? (§§20160, 20164.)
5.

If one member of a putative class action presents a VCGCB

claim, how far back in time can the class "reach"?

6.

Does CalPERS have a "functionally equivalent" claims process

to satisfy the GCA? (Lozada, supra.)
7.

Did Yost satisfy his pre-filing requirements under the GCA or

otherwise, if Yost gave notice and an opportunity to settle claims to
CalPERS or in CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" claims process?
If CalPERS retains "plenary authority and fiduciary

8.

responsibility for ... [the] administration of the system" (California
8

Once a claim is submitted, the VCGCB can only reject the claim,
permitting the claimant to proceed to Superior Court, or settle it. (§§912.8,
913.) There is no option to "hand the claim off' to CalPERS for
administrative adjudication.
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Constitution, Art. XVI, §17), did Yost comply with the GCA because (i) he

presented notice of his claim to CalPERS and offered to settle but (ii) he
filed in Superior Court because class claims are excused from CalPERS'
adjudication? (Rose v. City ofHayward (1981) 126 Cal.App.3d 926.)
9.

If a plaintiff in a class action lawsuit against CalPERS has not

filed a VCGCB claim, is he excused from GCA compliance, including
under one of the exceptions? Which statute of limitations or presentment
applies?
10.

Can CalPERS treat class actions differently than individual

actions (or an aggregate thereof)? If CalPERS' administrative processes
cannot adjudicate the rights of unnamed parties or class actions, are those
unnamed parties entitled to litigate in Superior Court?
11.

Procedurally, if a VCGCB filing is required but not yet made,

should the court grant leave to substitute a new representative plaintiff who
does file a claim with the VCGCB? May another representative plaintiff

who can file a GCA claim take the place of the first named plaintiff, albeit
after suit has already been filed in Superior Court?
12.

If class members are entitled to the benefit ofCalPERS' duties,

what is the proper jurisdiction and venue for filing class actions against
CalPERS that retains the lifetime scope and breadth?
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III.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE REGARDING GCA

Years ago, Yost signed an irrevocable contract to pay CalPERS
nearly $90,000 to purchase optional service credit. 9 CalPERS promised that
the purchase would enhance his eventual pension allowance. ( 1CTOO 11: 161CT0012:4.) While a safety Member in the same pension classification as
police, firefighters, and correctional officers, Yost was injured on the job
and forced to take industrial disability retirement ("IDR") in 2007.
(1CT0012:5-10.) After retirement, Yost realized that CalPERS only paid
him a tiny percentage of the additional optional benefits he understood he
was purchasing. (1CT0012:5-1CT0013:4.) 10
Yost's proposed class action lawsuit against CalPERS alleges ten
separate causes of action. ( 1CT0007 -1 CT0081.)
Yost filed his original Complaint on September 2, 2010 ( 1CT00071CT0081) and the same day served defendants CalPERS. (December 2,
20 11, Order granting Motion to Augment Record on Appeal, PETOOO1-

PET0004).

9

As described in Yost's operative pleading, optional service credit
includes time for prior military service, "air time", and other time periods
where the Member was not actually working at a CalPERS-covered job but
can be purchased to give the Member equivalent service credit to what he
or she would receive ifthe Member had been working during those periods.
10

Some of the specific issues alleged in Yost's Complaint are briefly
discussed below, but the court dismissed the case before any of the merits
could be heard and so those issues have little place in this appeal.
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Yost simultaneously had a copy of the Summons and Complaint
hand-delivered to Peter Mixon, CalPERS' General Counsel, together with a
settlement letter offering CalPERS a 30 day period to review and settle the
matters without costly and drawn out litigation on condition CalPERS
would settle the claims on a class-wide basis. (2CT0249:20-2CT0251:8,
2CT0323.)
CalPERS failed to respond to the settlement letter, and instead
sought and obtained Yost's agreement to grant CalPERS an extension of
time to respond to the Complaint in the Superior Court. (1CT00821CT0085.) Yost signed the stipulation extending time. CalPERS did not
contest the jurisdiction, and in fact consented to jurisdiction of the Superior
Court by preparing and filing the signed stipulation. (Ibid.)
Yost's counsel was aware of the GCA. But after careful
consideration, Yost decided not to consent to VCGCB jurisdiction in order
to secure the full benefits and rights that he and the proposed class were
entitled to.
He did so for several substantive and inter-related reasons:
(1) Yost did not want to waive his rights, consent to, or be subject

to the potential consequences of filing a claim with the VCGCB. Yost
alleges that CalPERS made errors that it is required to correct. By filing a
claim with the VCGCB, Yost could be deemed to be voluntarily submitting
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or consenting to VCGCB jurisdiction and limitations. He was concerned
this could also mean consenting to concurrent imposition of the VCGCB's
extremely short time limit for presenting claims, limiting the "reach" of his
class action. (§911.2(a).) Yost is entitled to CalPERS' own much more
specific statutory duty to correct its errors and omissions throughout the

lifetime of a Member. (§20164(a).)
Under the PERL, there is no statute oflimitations when CalPERS
owes money or benefits to a Member. (§20164(b)(2).) 11
CalPERS has established an administrative claims and presentment
process. With hearings through the OAH, CalPERS' "functionally
equivalent" process handles hundreds of cases a year where Members
demand money or claim increased benefits. 12 CalPERS adjudicates pension
claims without applying a statute oflimitations.

(2) Yost presented to CalPERS and its hearing process; he did
not need to file a claim with the VCGCB. Yost alleges CalPERS' process

11

In the PERL, the statute of limitations only limits CalPERS, not
Members. CalPERS is limited by a three year statute of limitations when it
seeks to recoup overpayments. No statute oflimitations limits Members
when owed money because ofCalPERS' errors or omissions. (§20164(b).)
12

See, for example, 5CT1016-5CT1044 which lists 83 separate
CalPERS hearings in the OAH between February and September, 2011. See
also Appellant's concurrently filed Request for Judicial Notice listing 91
OAH matters and hearings for individual claimants on the OAH calendar as
of December 9, 2011.
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is "functionally equivalent" for purposes of complying with the GCA. Yost
served notice on CalPERS and its "functionally equivalent" claims process.
Case law holds that one may meet GCA requirements by complying with
the agency's functionally equivalent claims process.
"Exceptions to the filing requirement not specifically
enumerated in the Government Claims Act have occasionally
been allowed ... where the claim is based on a statute or
statutory scheme that includes a functionally equivalent claim
process," such as the FEHA or ... claims under 42 United
States Code section 1983.

(Lozada, supra, at 1153, quoting Gatto v. County ofSonoma
(2002) 98 Cal.App.4th 744, 764.)
CalPERS' administrative process is a "functionally equivalent claim
process" satisfYing the notice, settlement, and other policies incorporated in
the GCA. As a policy, notice, and legal matter, Yost satisfied and complied
with CaiPERS' claims notification process sufficiently to satisfy the GCA
or an exception. 13 Even if Yost did not satisfy the presentment timing in the
original (now inoperative) Complaint, the timing was satisfied when he
later filed his First Amended Complaint.
In the First Amended Complaint, Yost additionally shows why his
claims did not require GCA presentation, including exceptions for (i) return
of specific property held by a trust or bailee (citing Minsky v. City ofLos

Angeles (I974) II Cal.3d Il3), (ii) under Section 905.2, and (iii) for
13

Yost complied with the CalPERS claims notice process, but did
not submit to adjudication though the OAH.
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constitutional and equitable claims. (2CT0247:5-2CT0252:6.)
(3) After presentation and notice, Yost could not adjudicate his

class and representative claims through CaiPERS. While he satisfied
notice and presentation, Yost did not submit to adjudication through
CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" process because CalPERS' procedures
cannot accommodate representative claims or claims for class-wide relief.

(Rose v. City ofHayward, supra.) The Rose court held that "plaintiffs in a
class action need not exhaust their administrative remedies prior to
instituting judicial proceedings where the administrative remedies available
to the plaintiffs do not provide for class relief'. The Rose court then
described in detail why CalPERS' process specifically could not provide for
class relief. (Rose, supra, at 935-937.)
Similar to Rose, Yost filed a class action Complaint in Superior
Court but satisfied the GCA when he simultaneously presented the filed

Complaint to CalPERS (complying with notice) and importantly offered
CalPERS a 30 day window to settle. (2CT0249:20-2CT0251 :8, 2CT0323.)
Yost extended that settlement window when he stipulated to extend
CalPERS' time for filing a responsive pleading. (1CT0082-ICT0085.)
Yost was excused from adjudicating and exhausting CalPERS'
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administrative remedies because he filed a class and representative action 14 •
Once Yost was excused, he was not still subject to CalPERS' efforts to
substitute another agency's claims procedures for CalPERS'inadequate (for
class actions) administrative process. Even worse, CalPERS moved at the
same time to impose dramatically harsher limitations on the existing rights
of class members (in effect limiting the rights of unnamed parties because
CalPERS' claims process is inadequate).
Concurrent with providing CalPERS notice of the claim and an offer
to settle through its CalPERS processes, Yost is entitled to litigate in
Superior Court to secure the full benefits of the rights that he is entitled to
under the Constitution, as a beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship with
CalPERS, and from statute.
To use the terminology ofthe GCA, Yost (i) complied with
CalPERS' administrative claims presentment process; (ii) satisfied the GCA
by presenting his claim to CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" claims
process; (iii) was excused from adjudicating his claim in that "functionally
equivalent" claims process because CalPERS' process is incapable of
handling claims of unnamed parties and class claims, and (iv) was properly
14

While CalPERS' administrative process is functionally equivalent
for purposes of the GCA, it provides limited discovery (§§11507.6,
11507.7), is limited to the issues in the CalPERS' authored Statement of
Issues (§ 11504), and Yost would not be able to introduce evidence outside
his particular case. See Section VII.G.3. below.
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before the Superior Court with his rights and the rights of his class intact.
(ICT0019:8-1CT0020:6.)
IV.

STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY

This appeal is from the Los Angeles County Superior Court's June
·17, 20 I1, final judgment dismissing the case without leave to amend
pursuant to the court's Order Sustaining Demurrer, and is authorized by

Code of Civil Procedure section 904.l(a)(l).

V.

PROCEDURAL IDSTORY

Yost filed his original class action Complaint on September 2, 20 I 0
(ICT0007-1CT0081) and served defendants CalPERS that same day.
(December 2, 2011, Order granting Motion to Augment Record on Appeal,
PETOOOJ-PET0004).

That same day, Yost had a copy of the Summons and Complaint
hand-delivered to Peter Mixon, CalPERS General Counsel, together with a
settlement letter offering CalPERS a 30 day period to review and settle the
matters without costly and lengthy litigation. (2CT0249:20-2CT0251 :8,
2CT0323.) The letter requested settlement discussions on condition
CalPERS would settle the claims on a class-wide basis. (Ibid.)
CalPERS failed to respond to the settlement letter. Instead, CalPERS
sought an extension of time to respond to the Complaint in the Superior
Court. (I CT0082-I CT0085.) Yost signed the stipulation, granting CalPERS
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even more time to evaluate the claim and settle. (Ibid.)
On October 15, 2010, CaiPERS filed its first Demurrer to the ·

Complaint. ( 1CTO 119-1 CTO 153.) Unknown to both parties, two days
earlier the presiding judge in the Los Angeles Superior Court had deemed
the matter "complex" and stayed all proceedings pending an Initial Status
Conference. (1CT0086-1CT0088.) Yost's counsel did not receive the

Minute Order until October 15,2010. CalPERS' first Demurrer had already
been filed when Yost gave notice ofthe stay. {1CT0154-1CT0155.) The
parties subsequently stipulated to take the first Demurrer off-calendar.

( 1CT0202-l CT0206.)
The first Demurrer, however, revealed important new information
about how CalPERS characterized and accounted for monies paid for
optional service credit. In the first Demurrer, CalPERS disclosed key
elements previously hidden. It opened the door to discovery of the facts,
law, and cause about (i) the origin, reasons, and mechanisms behind
CalPERS' failure to provide the correct benefits to plaintiffs, (ii) the
misaccounting or resulting seizure of Plaintiffs' optional service credit
investments, and (iii) CalPERS' refusal to refund the investment funds. All
of this stemmed from CalPERS' illegal accounting and characterization in
violation of the PERL. 15
15

Yost's "delayed discovery" ofthis core fact, cause, and origin of
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On December 10, 2010, Yost filed a First Amended Complaint
where he began the process of pleading out his developing understanding of
CalPERS' wrongful and illegal accounting, adding substantial material that
was completely absent from the original Complaint. (See, e.g., 2CT02322CT0324.) CalPERS then filed a new "second" Demurrer to First Amended
Complaint. (4CT0711-4CT0740.)
Yost opposed CalPERS' "second" Demurrer. (6CT1252-7CT1273.)
Yost also filed a request to partially lift the discovery stay to identify class
members. Yost sought a possible replacement representative plaintiff
should the trial court grant the Demurrer or fmd Yost incapable of
representing the class due to VCGCB or GCA issues. (4CT741-5CT0859.)
On March 16, 2011, 2011, the trial court heard and sustained
CalPERS' Demurrer without leave to amend. After doing so, the court ruled
discovery was moot. (8CT1638-8CT1642.)
On April 26, 2011, the trial court issued its detailed Order
Sustaining Demurrer (8CT1647-8CT1656) and then entered a Judgment of
Dismissal (8CT1669-8CT1672).
This appeal timely followed.

the damage also meant the "delayed accrual" of his cause of action. (Fox v.
Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 797.) Delayed accrual assists
Yost's right and ability to amend his pleadings and if necessary substitute in
a new representative plaintiff who timely filed a claim with the VCGCB.
Appellant David Yost's Opening Brief
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LEGAL ERRORS IN ORDER SUSTAINING DEMURRER

VI.

Based largely on CalPERS' incomplete or distorted arguments, the
trial court made a number of legal errors in its Order Sustaining Demurrer.
It sustained the Demurrer and dismissed the entire action before allowing
sufficient time or opportunity to elucidate the numerous complexities in
briefing. Errors include, inter alia:
•

Insistence on VCGCB filing. The court ruled that Yost could
only comply with the GCA by presenting a claim to the VCGCB.
(8CT 1648:6-11.) It overlooked that Yost complied with the GCA
(including by presenting to CalPERS process), that he satisfied
GCA exceptions, and/or that he was excused from GCA
compliance.

•

Failure to consider CalPERS' "functionally equivalent"
claims process. Although mentioned in oral argument (RT
A7:13-20) 16 and in the pleadings (8CT1599:7-15; 8CT1611 :248CT1612:3), the court ignored that CalPERS has its own
"functionally equivalent" claims process which excuses
presentation of claims to the VCGCB. (Lozada, supra.)
(8CT1648:6-ll.) CalPERS' functionally equivalent process
retains the "no statute of limitations" rule which applies to Yost

16

"RT" refers to Reporters Transcript.
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in this matter.

•

Failure to consider CaiPERS acts as bailee. Yost was excused
or excepted from GCA requirements because he sought return of
specific property held by CalPERS acting as bailee. Although
pled (2CT0247:5-2CT0252:6), the court never decided the
matter.

•

Failure to recognize GCA exceptions under §§905.2(b)(1)-(4).
Although argued (see, e.g., RT B2:3-B6:19), the court failed to
examine the GCA exceptions issue in depth and ruled there were
none (8CT1654:20-8CT1655:2.)

•

Failure to acknowledge Yost complied with GCA notice
provisions. Yost filed a First Amended Complaint detailing GCA
compliance. (RT A9:6-Al0:4.) But the court dismissed Yost's
argument that he substantially complied with the GCA, including
by providing CalPERS' General Counsel with notice of his claim,
a copy of the Summons and Complaint, and a settlement letter.
Instead, the court ruled that this could not constitute GCA notice
because it occurred after suit was filed. (8CT1650:268CT1651 :28.) 17

17

As far as timing of notice or presentment in CalPERS'
"functionally equivalent" process, the Complaint would constitute notice
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The court failed to consider that the only way Yost could give
notice under CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" claims process
without consenting to an inadequate, limited, and prejudicial
administrative process (incapable of adjudicating class-wide
claims) was to (i) file suit in Superior Court (thereby precluding
consent to CalPERS' administrative jurisdiction), (ii)
immediately serve a copy of the suit upon CalPERS so as to
comply with GCA notice requirements, and (iii) provide
CalPERS with a stay on any prosecution of the suit (the 30 day
offer to entertain settlement discussions) to give it time to
evaluate the claims and potentially avoid costly litigation by
settling those claims.

• Failure to Consider Yost's "Delayed Accrual" Argument.
When "determining when Plaintiffs causes of action
'accrue[d]' ", the court looked solely at whether Yost had a claim
for "continuing harm" because he received a reduced pension
check each month. (8CT1653:16-8CT1654:15.) Based on Dillon

v. Board ofPension Commissioners of City ofLos Angeles
(1941) 18 Cal.2d 427, the court ruled that Yost could not claim
the right to a higher monthly pension amounts without first
(or presentment) and the later-filed First Amended Complaint would meet
GCA timing requirements.
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establishing the initial right to the annuity portion of the pension
within the statute of limitations period (which in Dillon was
specifically imposed by the City Charter and binding; very
different than CalPERS). (Ibid.)
The court ruled that Yost's cause of action to initiate the
annuity portion of the pension accrued as soon as he learned in
2007 that he would be receiving lower pension benefits than
expected. Then the court erred when it failed to apply CalPERS'
rule of "no statute of limitations". Instead, the court applied the
VCGCB one-year limit to say that Yost failed to bring a claim to
start the annuity portion of the pension within the one-year
deadline, two years before he filed suit. (8CT1654:16-19.)
Although not fully described, Yost explicitly argued that his
harm, and the cause of his harm, was not discoverable or
discovered, and so accrual of his cause of action did not occur,
until after CalPERS' first Demurrer filing in the case.
(7CT1266:10-7CT1267:1, 8CT1600:2-6 and 8CT16218CT1622.) Since CalPERS has duties as a fiduciary and under
statute to properly inform (City of Oakland, supra, at 40),
something which did not occur under recently, the discovery of
the cause of the harm was delayed until disclosed.
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If delayed accrual is found, it would go directly to whether
Yost himself still had time to submit a VCGCB claim if
necessary and/or whether a substitute representative plaintiff
could be found to make such a filing. The "delayed accrual" issue
is not ripe in this appeal, 18 but is grounds for remand since the
trial court never considered or held an evidentiary hearing on the
"delayed accrual" issue as required before dismissing Yost's
lawsuit. 19

•

Failure to Grant Yost Leave to Amend, Including
Substitution of a New Representative Plaintiff. The court
sustained CalPERS' Demurrer without leave to amend after
concluding that it was impossible for Yost or for any other
representative plaintiff to comply with GCA filing provisions.

18

Case law is split on whether determination of the applicability of
delayed accrual is a question of fact (Dujardin v. Ventura County Gen.
Hosp. (1977) 69 Cal.App.3d 350) or a mixture of fact and law (Leafv. City
ofSan Mateo (1980) 104 Cal.App.3d 398, disapproved on another point in
Trope v. Katz (1995) 11 Cal.4th 274).
19

Delayed accrual is not up for review in this appeal. Rather, it is
one reason the case should be remanded for further trial court action.
Further, the basic factual issues involved in Yost's delayed accrual
argument are also present in the currently pending Superior Court case of
Robert Marzec, et al. v. Ca!PERS, Los Angeles Superior Court case no.
BC461887. Both Marzec and a planned new case revolve around
allegations ofCalPERS' wrongful and illegal accounting of optional service
credit. Marzec is also before Judge Anthony Mohr, who heard the matter in
this Yost appeal.
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(8CT1652:1-8CT1655:2.) However, the court never got to two
important contentions that would cure any defects in Yost's
lawsuit:
(1) Even if Yost had previously failed to file a VCGCB claim,
he could still timely file based on delayed accrual of his and the
class' claim. The court raised the hypothetical question of
whether Yost could dismiss his suit, present a VCGCB claim and
then refile suit, but dismissed it without considering delayed
accrual.
(2) A new representative plaintiff could potentially be found
who could timely file a VCGCB claim and obtain rejection. The
new representative could file a Second Amended Complaint that
would satisfy all timing requirements. (See, e.g., State v. Superior

Court (Bodde) (2004) 32 Cal.4th 1234, 1243-1244.)
•

Failure to Permit Discovery. Yost requested a partial lifting of
the stay to conduct pre-certification discovery to fmd a
replacement representative plaintiff. (4CT0741-4CT0746.) The
court, quoting CalPERS, ruled this "would sanction abuse of the
class action device to make an end run around" the requirement
to file a GCA claim before filing suit. (8CT1655:3-25.) Again,
this ruling presupposes that Yost was required to file a VCGCB
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claim.
Further, the court denied discovery and found "Plaintiff and
others in his situation have other avenues of recovery .... Put
another way, there is not much lost by sustaining the demurrer
without leave to amend." (8CT1656:10-14.) As discussed in
Section VII.G.3. below, "other avenues of recovery" are illusory.

****
Yost acknowledges that some of his arguments were inartfully
worded or not fully developed. For example, Yost argued that CalPERS
had a claims process equal to or better than VCGCB, as discussed in
Lozada, supra. In retrospect, Yost could have done better at alerting the

trial court that this was not a typical GCA compliance case.
Yost argued that he was excused from CalPERS' administrative
process because it cannot accommodate class action proceedings. The court
then ignored the issues about the "functionally equivalent" claims process
and ruled (echoing CalPERS' arguments in its pleadings) that there is a
fundamental difference between (i) exhaustion of administrative remedies
and (ii) the GCA presentment requirement. (8CT1649:6-8CT1651 :28.)
Yost in substance argued that he gave notice to CalPERS as part of
satisfying its "functionally equivalent'; claims process, but was excused
from submitting to CalPERS' adjudication because CalPERS is incapable of
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handling representative claims and he sought class-wide relief. (Rose v.

City ofHayward, supra.) In other words, in the specific context of class
actions against CalPERS, (i) GCA presentment requirements through notice
to CalPERS and (ii) simultaneous excuse from (and refusal to submit to)
exhaustion of CalPERS' administrative remedies are part of a single

process ofGCA compliance.
CalPERS unquestionably muddied the waters. In its Demurrer,
CalPERS extensively contrasted (i) GCA presentment requirements with
(ii) exhaustion of administrative remedies, quoting Bozaich v. State of

California (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 688. The trial court relied heavily on both
Bozaich and CalPERS' argument about Plaintiffs "confusing" exhaustion of
administrative remedies and GCA presentment requirements. (8CT1649:68CT1650:12.)
CalPERS, however, was well aware of its own "functionally
equivalent" claims process. CalPERS touts its administrative hearing
process to the general public. (See, e.g., 5CT1004-5CT1012.) Typically,
CalPERS insists Members comply with CalPERS' hearing processes

instead of filing in the VCGCB process. (See CalPERS' judicial admissions
in briefing for Sylvester v. Public Employees' Retirement System (2001 WL
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20

1600765), 8CT1556-8CT1567.) By failing to be forthright and sidestepping that issue, CalPERS misdirected the court's attention to a separate
inapplicable issue. In substantial part, CalPERS' lack of full candor
contributed to misunderstandings related to CalPERS' processes and Yost's
GCA compliance.
Although it argued out of "both sides of its mouth", CalPERS knew:
(i) Yost had filed a First Amended Complaint which newly
alleged wrongful accounting of optional service credit investments
and that CalPERS failed to pay an annuity on top of the statutory
IDR allowance pursuant to Section 21420.
(ii) CalPERS' initial Demurrer filing in the Yost case was the
first time it had publicly acknowledged how it accounted for those
investments, and even then it continued to insist its accounting was
accurate and lawful.
(iii) Yost asserts that accrual ofhis cause of action was
delayed until CalPERS' filing and admissions.
CalPERS similarly muddied the waters around Yost's delayed
accrual argument. CalPERS knew Yost had put this matter in issue in his

Opposition to CalPERS' Demurrer (7CT1266:10-7CT1267:1), but
20

Sylvester is unpublished and not citable. Appellant brings attention
to CalPERS' Sylvester brief as a judicial admission of CalPERS' position
that one must file a claim with CalPERS and not the VCGCB.
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summarily dismissed it and insisted his cause of action accrued as soon as
he received his first IDR check. By arguing the Dillon case, CalPERS was
essentially misdirecting the trial court's attention and distorting the real
issues before the court.
If any of Yost's or CalPERS' other arguments contributed to the

court's incorrectly sustaining CalPERS' Demurrer without leave to amend,
Yost seeks to clarify those issues and obtain a correct ruling.

VII.
A.

LAW AND ARGUMENT

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Most of the issues in this appeal were decided as a matter oflaw. 21

Therefore, the Court of Appeal must conduct an independent de novo
review that does not grant deference to the trial court's determination.
When a trial court sustains a demurrer, "[r]eversible error
exists if those facts show entitlement to relief under any
possible legal theory." [Citations.] Further, when a demurrer
is sustained without leave to amend, " 'we decide whether
there is a reasonable possibility that the defect can be cured
21

For example, the trial court ruled as a matter oflaw that Yost's
claims required presentment to the VCGCB prior to filing suit in Superior
Court (8CT1650:11-12); that exhaustion of administrative remedies and
GCA presentment are independent obligations and that ipso facto Yost's
reliance on Rose v. City ofHayward (and its predecessor Ramos v. County
ofMadera (1971) 4 Cal.3d 685) excusing him from compliance with
CalPERS' administrative adjudication of claims has no applicability to this
case (8CT1649:6-8CT1650:12); that Yost did not "substantially comply"
with the GCA's present requirements (8CTI650:26-8CT1651:28); and that
Yost was time-barred from complying with GCA requirements
(8CT1652: 1-8CT1655:2).
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by amendment: if it can be, the trial court has abused its
discretion and we reverse .... The burden of proving such
reasonable possibility is squarely on the plaintiff.'" [Citation.]

(Hartv. Alameda County (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 766, 775.)
A key threshold determination is whether CalPERS has its own
"functionally equivalent" claims process. Yost argues he filed a claim with
CalPERS that would satisfy an exception to, and substitution for, claims
presentation to the VCGCB. 22 See Snipes v. City ofBakersfield (1983) 145
Cal.App.3d 861 (disapproved of on other grounds in TrafficSchoolOnline v.

Clarke (2003) 112 Cal.App.4th 736), where the appellate court determined
that California's Fair Employment and Housing Act ("FEHA", §§12900, et

seq.) had a claims process that was "functionally equivalent" to that of the
VCGCB, thereby excusing plaintiff from filing a VCGCB claim.
The Court can remand the case to the Superior Court for a decision
on this question or, since determination rests on interpretation of the
statutes as in Snipes, the Court of Appeal can make its own determination.

22

The Court made some factual conclusion in its Ruling that did not
adopt the allegations in the First Amended Complaint. No discovery was
ever commenced. To the extent that the court's rulings are factual, they are
unsupported. There are factual issues involved in the trial court's failure to
consider whether there is a basis for Yost's delayed accrual claims, but the
factual issue of "delayed accrual" is not yet ripe or at issue in this appeal.
As discussed in fh. 19, ante, the trial court should hold a jury trial or
hearing and decide this upon remand.
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B.

CALPERS' CONSTITUTIONALLY MANDATED
FIDUCIARY DUTIES TO ITS MEMBERS
Subject to fiduciary duties, CalPERS has been a trust arrangement

since its inception. The CalPERS Board of Administration acts as trustee
for the Members as beneficiaries. The Board owes fiduciary duties to each
Member individually and to the membership collectively. Standard trust
duties apply. (Hannon Engineering, Inc. v. Reim (1981) 126 Cal.App.3d
415, 425 [pension plans create a trust relationship between pensionerbeneficiaries and the trustees of pension funds who administer retirement
benefits; trustees must exercise their fiduciary trust in good faith and deal
fairly with the pensioners-beneficiaries].)
In 1992, California amended its Constitution to affirm and extend
CalPERS' existing trust duties and obligations to its Members and others.
The voters empowered and obligated the retirement boards to act with
"plenary authority and fiduciary responsibility for . . . [the] administration of
the system", 23 but also specified that "[a] retirement board's duty to its
participants and their beneficiaries shall take precedence over any other
duty." (California Constitution, Art. XVI, §17.)
CalPERS' efforts to (i) dismiss the instant case, (ii) abrogate its own
23

See, e.g., Westly v. California Public Employees' Retirement
System Bd. ofAdministration (2003) 105 Cal.App.4th 1095; Teachers
Retirement Bd v. Genest (2007) 154 Cal.App.4lli 1012.)
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lifotime duty to correct errors and omissions, and (iii) nullify the duty to a
Member to not impose a harsh statute of limitations on claims for pension
benefits, all run directly counter to the constitutional and fiduciary duties.
Yost finds himself in the odd position of compelling CalPERS to do what it
is already obligated and required to do (but unwilling to do).

Fiduciary Duties:
•

§20151. Duties of Board, Officers, and Employees. "The board
and its officers and employees shall discharge their duties with
respect to this system solely in the interest of the participants and
beneficiaries:
(a) For the exclusive purpose of both of the following:
( 1) Providing benefits to members, retired members, and their
survivors and beneficiaries.
(2) Defraying reasonable expenses of administering this
syst em .... "

Correction of Errors and Omissions:
•

§20160. Criteria for Correction. "(a) [Board authority to
correct errors or omissions of active or retired Member or
beneficiary under specified circumstances] ....
(b) ... the board shall correct all actions taken as a result of
errors or omissions of ... this system.
(c) The duty and power of the board to correct mistakes ...
shall terminate upon the expiration of obligations of this system
to the party seeking the correction of the error or omission, as
those obligations are defmed by Section 20164.
(d) The party seeking correction of an error or omission
pursuant to this section has the burden of presenting
documentation or other evidence to the board establishing the
right to correction pursuant to subdivisions (a) and (b) .... "

•

§20164. Obligation of System to Members. "(a) The
obligations of this system to its members continue throughout
their respective memberships, and the obligations of this system
to and in respect to retired members continue throughout the
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lives of the respective retired members, and thereafter until all
obligations to their respective beneficiaries under optional
settlements have been discharged ....
(b) For the purposes of payments into or out ofthe retirement
fund for adjustment of errors or omissions, ...
(2) In cases where this system owes money to a member or
beneficiary, the period of limitations shall not apply .... "

The Retirement Fund:
•

C.

§20171. Control by Board. "The board has the exclusive control
of the administration and investment of the retirement fund."

INTERPRETATION TO AVOID NULLIFYING DUTIES
The language of a statutory provision should not be construed
so as to nullify the will of the legislature, or cause the law to
come into conflict with the apparent purpose which the
lawmakers had in view. An interpretation which has the effect
of making statutory language null and void is to be avoided.
(58 Cal.Jur.3d, Statutes §113.)
Ironically, CalPERS argues that pension claims are for money or

damages and must be presented to the VCGCB (not CalPERS' own
functionally equivalent claims process) before adjudication, but
simultaneously asserts the right to continue holding administrative hearings
to determine pension claims for money.
Logically, CalPERS' broad GCA arguments would necessarily take
away CalPERS' jurisdiction. The VCGCB has initial jurisdiction to accept
pension claims. Upon rejection, the jurisdiction is the Superior Court.
Yost argues that even if the GCA applies to pension claims,
CalPERS has a "functionally equivalent" claims process that satisfies the
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GCA. Giving meaning to both the GCA and the PERL, Yost reconciles
both statutory schemes in a coordinated logical manner so that the language
and purposes of both GCA and the PERL are satisfied in this matter.

D.

PURPOSE OF THE GOVERNMENT CLAIMS ACT
The California Law Revision Commission which recommended

enactment of what became the GCA said the claims presentation
requirements of the GCA serve two basic purposes.
First, they give the governmental entity an opportunity to
settle just claims before suit is brought. Second, they permit
the entity to make an early investigation of the facts on which
a claim is based, thus enabling it to defend itself against
unjust claims and to correct the conditions or practices which
gave rise to the claim.

4 Cal. L Rev'n Comm'n Reports 1008 (1963), cited in Cal.
Gov't Tort Liab. Prac., 4th Ed., §5.6.
The opportunity to settle before suit is brought reduces attorney fees
and saves court resources. Yost's offer to settle on a class-wide basis within
30 days of receipt satisfies the policy indicated. 24
The opportunity to conduct an early investigation into facts was also
provided by Yost's offer to settle, though early investigation is less
important where CalPERS has ongoing lifetime duties to correct. In these
24

The 30-day stay on litigation pending settlement discussions
exactly matches the 30-day period CalPERS gives claimants to formally
appeal CalPERS' denial of a claim for rights or benefits or forever lose their
appeal rights. (CCR, §555.1.) By granting CalPERS a 30-day stay to try to
settle the claims, Yost was following the schedule set forth in CalPERS'
"functionally equivalent" claims process.
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cases, CalPERS often has far more information than the Members of the
facts and law involved in the cases.
It has also been held that:
[GCA claim filing] requirements are intended to give the
public entity the opportunity to investigate the factual basis of
the claim while the evidence is fresh, to settle meritorious
cases without litigation, and to consider the fiscal
implications of potential liability. [Citations omitted.]

(Barkley v. City ofBlue Lake (1996) 47 Cal.App.4th 309,
316.)
Yost's service of copies of the Summons and Complaint on CalPERS'
General Counsel Peter Mixon the same day the action was filed, together
with a settlement letter staying any prosecution of his Superior Court action
to give CalPERS an opportunity to review the law and facts in order to
settle the case, accomplished the precise purposes of the GCA. Yost
granted CalPERS an extension to file a responsive pleading, thereby also
indicating his willingness to settle. And Yost later filed a First Amended

Complaint which would also have provided CalPERS sufficient time after
.receipt of the original Complaint to investigate and settle.
Briefly on the meaning and impact of GCA presentment deadlines:
First, the courts have held that "the government claim presentation
deadline is not a statute of limitations" but a presentation deadline. (Shirk v.

Vista Unified School District (2007) 42 Cal.4th 201, 213). But they have
also held that GCA presentment deadlines act as an "inviolable, true
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deadline for filing a lawsuit against public entities" (Roberts v. County of

Los Angeles (2009) 175 Cal.App.4th 474, 481, citing to Shirk, supra, at 209)
and thus can preclude an individual's right to bring their claims to court and
obtain relief.
CalPERS attempts to interpose the GCA to do two things:
( 1) CalPERS seeks to breech its affirmative duty to Yost and the
class to correct errors. While CalPERS seems to think that asserting the
GCA is separate from its duty to correct errors, it cannot correct those
errors if it will not even hear the case. The court seemed to confuse three
issues: (i) CalPERS' duties, including its affirmative duties to correct; (ii)
the expressed absence of a statute of limitations against Members in the
PERL; and (iii) the GCA presentation issues.
Ignoring CalPERS' affirmative duties to correct and following
CalPERS' lead, the court cited to Shirk that a GCA presentment deadline "is
not a statute oflimitations" (Shirk, supra, at 213) and ruled that Yost was
attempting to use §20164(b)(2) (which establishes there is no statute of
limitations on claims when CalPERS owes money or benefits to a Member)
to revive the VCGCB presentment deadline. (8CT1652:8-8CT1653:15). In
doing so, the court erred in ( 1) ignoring CalPERS overriding affirmative
duties to correct; (2) automatically assuming that Yost had an obligation to
present to the VCGCB (rather than to CalPERS) and (3) ignoring Yost's ·
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argument about complying with CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" claims
process.
(2) CalPERS asserted (relying on Section 911.2) that the GCA sets a
six-month deadline to present death or personal injury claims and one year
to present all others. This is true for VCGCB claims but not all GCA
claims.
Different claims processes have different deadlines and limitations
periods. The "functionally equivalent" FEHA process requires presenting
emotional distress claims within one year, even though they would clearly
be personal injury claims requiring presentment to the VCGCB within sixmonths. (Compare §12960(d) with §911.2(a).) Civil rights claims arising
under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 are made under a "functionally equivalent" claims
process where the presentment deadline is two years. (Wallace v. Kato
(2007) 127 S.Ct. 1091; Code of Civil Procedure, §335.1.)
Yost asserts the Legislature specifically intended claims under
CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" system to be made at any point during
the lifetime of the Member-beneficiaries. (§20164(a).)

E.

GCA EXCEPTIONS FOR "FUNCTIONALLY
EQUIVALENT" CLAIMS PROCESSES
CalPERS argued in its Demurrer that service of the Summons and

Complaint and settlement letter on CalPERS' general counsel were
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irrelevant, and that the only way Yost could comply with GCA presentment
requirements was by filing a claim with the VCGCB. (4CT0723:34CT0724:6.) This is an incorrect and misleading statement of law and fact.
CalPERS also argued that elimination of the need to exhaust
CalPERS' administrative remedies (presumably an acknowledgement of
Rose v. City ofHayward's fmding that class actions are excused from
complying with CalPERS' administrative remedies) did not eliminate the
need for GCA filing, citing to Lozada, supra, at 1155. (4CT0730:17-28.)
The trial court adopted CalPERS' arguments and reliance on Lozada in
sustaining the Demurrer. (8CT1650:4-13.)
In the GCA context, both CalPERS and the court failed to address
Lozada's holding:
'Exceptions to the filing requirement not specifically
enumerated in the Government Claims Act have occasionally
been allowed ... where the claim is based on a statute or
statutory scheme that includes a functionally equivalent claim
process,' such as the FEHA or ... claims under 42 United
States Code section 1983."
(Lozada, supra, at 1153, quoting Gatto, supra, at 764;
emphasis added.)
The trial court even read the "exceptions to the filing requirement"
language from Lozada into the record at the Initial Status Conforence
hearing (RT A7:13-20), only to ignore it when sustaining CalPERS'
Demurrer.
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F.

CALPERS HAS ITS OWN "FUNCTIONALLY
EQUIVALENT" CLAIMS PROCESS
Yost argued that CalPERS' administrative processes are

"functionally equivalent" for GCA purposes (8CT1611 :18-8CT1612:3;
8CTI620), but the court failed to explore this issue or give it weight.
CalPERS operates a comprehensive claims administration process
governing all aspects of Member and beneficiary claims against the pension
system. It publicizes this fact to the membership and the general public.
(5CT1004-5CT1012.) The OAR conducts many CalPERS claims hearings
each month. (5CT1016-5CT1044.) CalPERS regularly adopts or rejects
Proposed Decisions about money claims at its monthly Board meetings
(5CT1013-5CT1015), and it files demurrers to require individuals to
exhaust their CalPERS administrative appeal processes before filing in
court (5CT1016-5CT1044).
The CalPERS statements and publications cited above describe
compliance with CalPERS' own claims submission, investigation and
adjudication system; none even mentions the VCGCB.
CalPERS' claims administration process is governed by applicable
sections of the PERL and California Code ofRegulations. For example:

Powers and Duties of the CalPERS Board To Manage and
Control Claims and Claims Processes:
• §20120. Management and Control of System. "The
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management and control of this system is vested in the board."
•

§20123. Determination and Modification of Benefits. "Subject
to this part and its rules, the board shall determine and may
modify benefits for service and disability."

•

§20125. Adjustment of Benefits. "The board shall determine
who are employees and is the sole judge of the conditions under
which persons may be admitted to and continue to receive
benefits under this system."

•

§20134. Board Hearings. "The board may ... hold a hearing for
the purpose of determining any question presented to it involving
any right, benefit, or obligation of a person under this part.
Where a hearing is held, the proceedings shall be conducted in
accordance with [the Administrative Procedures Act] and the
board shall have all of the powers granted therein .... "

CalPERS also has specifically adopted detailed regulations
governing claims made by Members and beneficiaries against the system:
•

2 CCR, §555. Action of Executive Officer. "The Executive
Officer is hereby authorized to act: on any application for refund
of contributions, crediting of service, correction of records,
retirement for disability or service, and death benefits and
allowances; and to fix and authorize the payment of any refund,
allowance or benefit to which such applicant may be found to be
entitled; .... The Executive Officer may refer the question of an
applicant's entitlement to any refund, allowance or benefit or of
his reinstatement from retirement to a hearing officer for
hearing."

•

CCR, 555.1. Right of Appeal. "Any applicant dissatisfied with
the action of the Executive Officer on his application, other than
his referral of the matter for hearing, may appeal such action to
the Board by filing a written notice of such appeal at the offices
of the Board within thirty days of the date of the mailing to him
by the Executive Officer ... of notice of the action and right of
appeal. An appeal shall contain a statement of the facts and the
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law forming the basis for appeal. Upon a satisfactory showing of
good cause, the Executive Officer may grant additional time not
to exceed 30 days, within which to file such appeal."

• CCR, 555.2. Statement of Issues. "Any applicant filing an
appeal shall be entitled to a hearing, and upon the filing of an
appeal in accordance with these rules, or upon the Executive
Officer's referral of any question for hearing, the Executive
Officer shall execute a statement of issues. Such action of the
Executive Officer shall not preclude the Board from recalling the
proceedings for its review or hearing."
•

G.

CCR, 555.4. Hearings. "All hearings shall be conducted in
accordance with the provisions of [the Administrative Procedures
Act]. Each case shall be heard by the hearing officer alone. All
proposed decisions of hearing officers shall be referred to the
Board. The Executive Officer is hereby authorized and
empowered to take, in the name and on behalf of the Board, any
action which the Board is authorized or directed by law to take
with respect to procedural and jurisdictional matters in
connection with any case in which a statement of issues or
accusation has been filed."

CaiPERS' PROCESS IS EQUIVALENT TO THE VCGCB'S
PROCESS
1.

The "Functional Equivalence" of CaiPERS' Claims
Process

Exceptions to GCA arise in "a statute or statutory scheme that
includes a functionally equivalent claim process". (Gatto, supra, at 764.)
The Snipes court analyzed "functional equivalence". Snipes involved
a police officer turned down for employment by the Bakersfield Polic-e
Department. He filed claims with FEHA alleging racial discrimination. The
trial court sustained the City of Bakersfield's demurrer based on failure to
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file a GCA claim with the City. The court of appeal reversed, finding
FEHA's process "functionally equivalent":
We agree with appellant's argument that the purposes and
procedures of the FEHA demonstrate a legislative intent that
actions against governmental entities brought under the
FEHA are to be excepted from the general requirements of
the Tort Claims Act [now referred to as the GCA]. The FEHA
constitutes a comprehensive scheme for combating
employment discrimination, with specific time limitations
related to the remedies provided.

(Snipes, supra, at 865.)
The Snipes court, relying on Commodore Home Systems, Inc. v.

Superior Court (1982) 32 Cal.3d 211, enumerated how FEHA qualified as
"functionally equivalent", including:
(1) the Act creates the Department of Fair Employment and

Housing ("DFEH") to investigate, conciliate and seek redress of claimed
discrimination (Snipes, supra, at 865-866);
(2) aggrieved persons may file complaints with DFEH which must
promptly investigate them and then seek to resolve claims or,
(3) if that fails, to issue an accusation to be heard by the FEHA
Commission ("Commission") (ld. at 866);
(4) complaints must be filed within one year of the alleged unlawful
practice unless extended by the DFEH (!d. at 867);
(5) the Commission determines whether the accused violated the
FEHAand
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(6) if so, the Commission issues a cease and desist order against the
unlawful practice (!d. at 866);
(7) FEHA may force employers to action, including hiring,
reinstating or upgrading the employees, with or without back pay (Ibid.);
(8) DFEH shall issue a "right to sue" letter if no accusation is issued
within 150 days, permitting suit in Superior Court (!d. at 868); and
(9) FEHA sets a one-year deadline after issuance of a "right to sue"
letter for complainant to file suit in Superior Court (Ibid.).
After noting "[t]he purposes of the general claims presentation
requirement [of the GCA] ", the Snipes court found that "[t ]he provisions of
the FEHA for filing of a complaint with the department, administrative
investigation, and service of a complaint on the employer serve a similar
function." (!d. at 869.)
CalPERS' process is "functionally equivalent":
(1) CalPERS has plenary authority and exclusive control over
pension system administration (Constitution, Art. XVI, § 17);
(2) CalPERS has established fiduciary duties to the membership
(§20151);
(3) CalPERS exclusively determines membership and benefits
(§§20120, 20123, 20125);
(4) the CalPERS Board must determine all issues of membership,
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contributions, service credit, benefits, and death benefits (§§2028021635.5);
( 5) no statute of limitations applies when CalPERS owes a Member
money (§20164(b)(2));
( 6) CalPERS must correct the system's errors and omissions
throughout the lifetime of Members-beneficiaries (§§20160, 20164);
(7) CalPERS conducts hearings to determine any right, benefit or
obligation (§20134, CCR §555.1);
(8) CalPERS hearings are subject to the APA (§§11500, et seq.);
(9) CalPERS has adopted specific additional detailed Regulations for
hearings on all claims for pension rights and benefits (2 CCR, §§555555.4); and
(10) CalPERS' final decisions are subject to Superior Court writ
review within 30 days of becoming final (§11523).
CalPERS historically asserted that CalPERS' hearing process is not
only functionally equivalent to FEHA (and the VCGCB), but superior.
CalPERS' Sylvester brief distinguishes Rojo v. Kliger (1990) 52 Cal.3d 65,
from the Sylvester case and admits:
[The FEHA] does not include a 'pervasive and self-contained
system of administrative procedure25 ,' citing Karlin v. Zalta
25

Courts have found that FEHA filings (rather than filing with the
VCGCB) satisfy GCA requirements because FEHA claims are "based on a
statute or statutory scheme that includes a functionally equivalent claim
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(1984) 154 Cal.App.3d 953, 983. (Rojo, supra at 87.) Unlike
FEHA, PERS does include a pervasive and self-contained
system ofadministrative procedure. [Citations.]
(8CT1565, italicized emphasis and footnote added.)
Arguing for its functionally equivalent claims process, CalPERS
maintained that CalPERS does have a "pervasive and self-contained system
of administrative procedure" governing the entirety of CalPERS pension
claims. Therefore individuals must comply with CalPERS' administrative
remedies before seeking relief in court. CalPERS' admission in Sylvester
supports an exception to VCGCB filing.
CalPERS asserts its process is functionally equivalent and superior
to FEHA's. IfFEHA is "functionally equivalent" to VCGCB presentment,
then CalPERS' processes also must be.
The voters and Legislature intended to vest CalPERS with plenary
authority and fiduciary responsibility to administer all claims for pension
benefits. (California Constitution, Art. XVI, § 17.) To follow its mandate,
CalPERS has its own "functionally equivalent" claims process equal or

process." (Gatto, supra, at 764.) The Rojo court ruled that plaintiffs could
pursue employment discrimination claims under common law without first
filing a FEHA claim and exhausting administrative remedies. (Rojo, supra,
at 70-71.) While FEHA deals with employment discrimination issues, the
FEHA statutes (§§12900, et seq.) are not the exclusive statutes governing
those types of claims. FEHA does not supersede other state law (including
common law). (Rojo, supra, at 73-82.) The Rojo court found that in the
common law context, FEHA "does not include 'a pervasive and selfcontained system of administrative procedure' ".
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superior to the VCGCB. Yost satisfied that process.

2.

CalPERS Has Historically Required Its Exclusive Claims
Process and Rejected the VCGCB's

Typically, CalPERS insists that claimants file claims in CalPERS'
exclusive process, not with the VCGCB.
Previously, CalPERS challenged the standing of claimants who filed
VCGCB claims. Typically, CalPERS sought dismissal of these lawsuits for
failure to exhaust CalPERS' administrative remedies. (See, e.g., CalPERS'

Opening Briefin Sylvester, supra, especially 8CT1556-8CT1567.)
CalPERS' Sylvester brief focuses exclusively on appellant's failure to
exhaust CalPERS administrative remedies. On the other hand, CalPERS

does not even mention that appellant had exhausted VCGCB administrative
remedies and obtained the right to proceed in Superior Court. (8CT15561567; 8CT1535:10-15; 8CT1536:2-11.) CalPERS' judicial admissions and
historical positions directly contradict its position in this matter.

If nothing else, CalPERS' position in Sylvester was CalPERS'
existing administrative interpretation before it filed its Demurrer in Yost.
Yost is ent~tled to rely on CalPERS' prior position that it had an
equivalent claims process to satisfy the GCA since Yost filed his case

before CalPERS changed its position. CalPERS may prospectively change
its GCA position. But CalPERS cannot selectively and retroactively
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withdraw its position, to the detriment of Yost and the class, without
undertaking a proper change in regulations or providing sufficient notice to
satisfy due process and constitutional requirements.

3.

Compliance with CalPERS' Notice Provisions, But Excuse
from Adjudication, Properly Before Court

Yost (i) did comply with CalPERS administrative claims notice
process, but (ii) he was excused from adjudication because CalPERS is
incapable of handling class-wide claims, and (iii) he is properly before the
Court (not the VCGCB). The standard rule is:
The rule of exhaustion is far from inflexible and the failure to
exhaust administrative remedies will not preclude resort to
the courts where pursuing administrative redress would be
futile such as where administrative remedies are unavailable
or inadequate. (C.E.B., California Administrative Mandamus,
Supplement (1981) § 6.26, pp. 99-1 00; Anton v. San Antonio
Community Hosp. (1977) 19 Cal.3d 802, 828-829, 140
Cal.Rptr. 442, 567 P.2d 1162; Associated Cal. Loggers, Inc.
v. Kinder (1978) 79 Cal.App.3d 34, 43, 144 Cal.Rptr. 786;
County ofLos Angeles v. Farmers Insurance Exchange,
supra, 132 Cal.App.3d at 86, 182 Cal.Rptr. 879.)

(Farmer v. City ofInglewood (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 130,
137.)
Importantly, Yost could not first file an administrative claim with
CalPERS (and wait for rejection before filing suit) because he as an
individual would be personally consenting to CalPERS' adjudication
through CalPERS' limited jurisdiction. (Stuck v. Board ofMedical

Examiners ofState (1949) 94 Cal.App.2d 751; 2 Cal.Jur.3d, Administrative
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Law §445.)

CalPERS has not established a "right to sue" process for class
actions. So in practical effect, submitting to CalPERS adjudication would
be voiding or extinguishing the class allegations by Yost's consent to an
administrative forum that could not adjudicate class claims. (7CT1262:187CT1263:25.)
Once an individual Member initiates an administrative process, he or
she is typically required to exhaust the administrative process. If
dissatisfied with the agency's final decision, the claimant is only entitled to
file a Petition for Writ ofAdministrative Mandamus ("PWAM"). (Code of

Civil Procedure, § 1094.5.) Because a PWAM only reviews the agency's
final legal and factual findings, the record and decision are controlled by
the agency. CalPERS' administrative process only permits claims on behalf
of individuals or aggregations of identified individuals, so no opportunity
exists to develop an administrative record for unrepresented parties. 26
As mandated, CalPERS adopted the Administrative Procedures Act
("APA", §§11500, et seq.) where an individual claimant argues on his or

26

CalPERS claimed that it can adjudicate claims on behalf of more
than individuals, citing to In the Matter ofAbbond, eta/., and City of
Huntington Beach, CalPERS Precedential Decision 99-02. (8CT1524:2428.) Abbond was not a representative or class action, however. Instead,
every single claimant was identified and presumably able to put on
evidence and make argument regarding his or her individual claim.
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her own behalf. (§20134) Unnamed parties and representative or class
actions are not permitted. (7CT1262:18-7CT1265: 1; 7CT1281:10-20.)
The Rose v. City ofHayward court found that CalPERS could not
adjudicate class actions since the APA "clearly contemplates individualized
treatment of claims for retirement benefits rather than class actions." (Rose,

supra, at 935.)
The absence of an adequate administrative remedy
becomes even clearer when we consider that the
Administrative Procedure Act (Gov.Code, §11500, et seq.)
has no provisions for pretrial proceedings in which prompt
and early determination of class membership may be made.
Nor are there any provisions for notice to the absent class
members informing them that they are required to decide
whether to remain members of the class represented by
counsel for the named plaintiffs, whether to intervene through
counsel of their own choosing, or whether to pursue
independent remedies. Such pretrial proceedings are
constitutionally required as a matter of due process when an
adjudication is to be made which will be binding upon the
entire class. [Citation omitted.] Hence, the administrative
hearing procedure established by the Legislature for claims of
rights arising from the Public Employees' Retirement Law is
constitutionally inadequate for class action hearings, thus
defeating respondent's contention that appellants must seek
administrative relief as a class.
Respondent contends that as an administrative agency
empowered by the Administrative Procedure Act, its board
has the power to consolidate several actions into a "test
case/class action involving many persons similarly situated."
As authority for this proposition, respondents cite
Government Code section 11512, which states, in pertinent
part, as follows: "(b) ... When the hearing officer alone hears
a case he shall exercise all powers relating to the conduct of
• ....
II
the hearmg
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Although section 11512 may on its surface read as a
plenary grant of authority to hearing officers, the section must
nonetheless be read conjunctively with all other pertinent
statutes relating to administrative hearings. As we have seen,
Government Code section 20133 [since renumbered as
20134] grants a right only to individuals to present claims to
PERS. A hearing officer's discretionary authority may be
broad, but it is not so broad that all other statutes relating to
the conduct of administrative hearings will be denied effect in
deference to the hearing officer's discretion. A hearing officer
would clearly exceed his authority under Government Code
section 11512 in entertaining a class action. Moreover, even
were the statute the absolute grant of authority respondents
interpret it to be, constitutional questions would again lurk in
the shadows. The due process requirement of notice to absent
class members must not be left to the hearing officer's
discretion. A hearing officer would violate both statutory and
constitutional authority in opening his hearing room to a class
action.

(Rose, supra, at 935-937.)
Moreover, (and assuming for argument's sake that CalPERS retains

selective jurisdiction to hear some claims for pension money), it would be
impossible to pursue a non-class administrative claim and later convert it to
a class-wide claim via a PWAM.
CalPERS scggested precisely that, arguing that Yost could file an
individual administrative claim and, if ultimately unsuccessful in achieving
the desired resolution, he could then later "convert" this into a class action
on a PWAM. (6CT0932:6-14.) However, there would be no way to
discover the names of the other class members because discovery in a
PWAM is limited to information that was not available at hearing. The
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administrative record would be limited to Yost's individual fact pattern, and
any PWAM he filed would be limited to challenging CalPERS' particular
decision in his case. Code ofCivil Procedure section 1094.5 limits the
introduction of evidence beyond that in the administrative record, so the
only evidence that would be admissible in PWAM proceedings would be
that available to Yost at the time of the administrative hearing. The futility
of CalPERS' suggested approach was described by Yost. (7CT1263 :2612:7CT1265:1; 7CT1287:24-7CT1288:8 and fn. 7).
To illustrate the absurdity ofCalPERS' suggested approach, assume
that Yost had filed an administrative claim with CalPERS, individually and
in his representative capacity. Rose, supra, prohibits CalPERS from
adjudicating or hearing class-wide claims. Therefore, Yost would be
restricted to arguing a claim for himself. In the hearing, the OAH or ALJ
would necessarily exclude all evidence of other individuals not before the
court as irrelevant or extrinsic to the determination of the individual's
rights.
If Yost filed a PWAM after a final administrative decision, he could
not expand his individual PWAM to assert rights to represent unnamed or
class members. He could not get discovery to identify them, as the
information was technically "available" at the time of hearing (but not
relevant, not admissible, and not subject to discovery).
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Although Yost could argue that the evidence was wrongfully
excluded or denied, CalPERS would assert that Yost consented to the
limited jurisdiction and no discovery was wrongfully denied because he
never had a right to additional discovery of identities in that venue (as a
matter of law). Yost's request to admit additional evidence of the class
members' existence would be denied or excluded under Code of Civil
Procedure section 1094.5(e). The record could not be augmented.
Defensively, CalPERS would undoubtedly insist that each member could
first be named and comply with the entire administrative process and
exhaust all administrative remedies before each could proceed by way of a
PWAM.
In short, if Yost submitted to CalPERS' administrative process
without first filing in Superior Court, he would have consented to withdraw
his class claims and been individually "locked into" the administrative
process until completion, forced to file a PWAM, and then denied
discovery and admissibility of the information necessary to form a class
action.
Most importantly, all of the class members would be denied even the
opportunity to litigate, much less to get relief.
These arguments were outlined in Yost's Further Status Conference
Report filed two weeks before the demurrer hearing. (8CT1597-8CT1600.)
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Yost sought to clarify the procedures. CalPERS' counsel objected that the

Report constituted unauthorized argument. Yost filed an Opposition which
detailed that the statements in his Further Status Conference Report had
been raised in pleadings. (8CT1608-8CT1623.)
Yet the court's Order Sustaining Demurrer neither discussed this
construction - i.e., simultaneous GCA presentment by serving CalPERS
with Yost's claim while at the same time refusing to submit to the CalPERS
administrative process because of its incapacity to handle class-wide claims
- nor even acknowledged that Yost presented it.

H.

BAILEE EXCEPTION TO THE GCA PURSUANT TO
MINSKY V. CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Yost is excused from GCA presentment (and dismissal was

reversible error) because his claim is for return of specific property held by
CalPERS as bailee. (Minsky, supra.)
CalPERS wrongfully accounts for and characterizes Yost's and
others' specific and identifiable contributions to buy optional service credit.
CalPERS characterizes them as "normal contributions" in the job the
Member holds at the time of purchase, rather than correctly characterizing
them as they are statutorily defined.

If a Member takes service retirement, CalPERS would provide the
proper additional benefit. (See §§21350-21390.) If a safety Member retires
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on an industrial disability (IDR), however, CalPERS often seizes the
additional benefit and transfers it to the Member's employer.
If the safety Member retires on IDR, the Member is also entitled to

an annuity under Section 21420 for contributions outside the safety job
category where he or she was injured. Yost and others made the optional
contributions for time or service outside the safety category, so CalPERS
should provide an annuity for those contributions. CalPERS does not.
Yost's and the others' investment funds are specific monies provided to
CalPERS as a trust and those funds should be properly accounted for and
segregated such that they are available to fund the specific and quantifiable
Section 21420 annuity if the Member takes an IDR.

Minsky involved a claim for return of money taken from an arrestee
by police and wrongfully withheld. The trial court dismissed the case for
failure to file a GCA claim. The Supreme Court reversed, finding that "the
language of section 905 makes clear that the requirements for presentation
of claims apply only to 'claims for money or damages' and not to claims for
other forms of relief, such as specific recovery of property taken by the city
as a bailee." (Minsky, supra, at 117.)
As a trust and fiduciary, CalPERS already separately accounts for
and segregates contributions. (§20225.) In part because of the significant
likelihood that safety Members may retire on IDR (about 15% of the safety
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membership or greater do so), CalPERS has a fiduciary duty and obligation
to separately account for all optional service credit investment funds.
(§20225.) As the Member retires on IDR, those funds (plus any accrued
interest) are a Member's segregated personal property, to be returned to the
Member over time in the form of an annuity per Section 21420. CalPERS
holds these purchase monies as bailee, which is an exception under the
GCA.
The trial court erred when it failed to see that Yost's claims satisfy
the Minsky exception to the GCA.
I.

GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION.905.2 EXCEPTIONS TO
GCA FILING REQUIREMENTS
Section 905.2 says in relevant part:
(a) This section shall apply to claims against the state filed
. with the California Victim Compensation and Government
Claims Board.
(b) There shall be presented in accordance with Chapter 1
(commencing with Section 900) and Chapter 2 (commencing
with Section 910) all claims for money or damages against
the state:
( 1) For which no appropriation has been made or for which
no fund is available but the settlement of which has been
provided for by statute or constitutional provision....
(4) For which settlement is not otherwise provided for by
statute or constitutional provision.

In Tirapelli v. Davis (1993) 20 Cal.App.41h 1317, the court explained
that when someone makes a claim against the state authorized by statute or
constitutional provision where an appropriation has been made or funds are
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available for settlement, the person shall make a claim directly to the state
Controller. However,
Section 12440 provides: 'The Controller shall draw warrants
on the Treasurer for the payment of money directed by law to
be paid out of the State Treasury; but a warrant shall not be
drawn unless authorized by law, and unless ... unexhausted
specific appropriations provided by law are available to meet
it.' II

(Tirapelli, supra, at 1328.)
If funds are available or an appropriation has been made to settle a
claim authorized by statute or constitutional provision, one makes a claim
to the state Controller. But if no funds are available or an appropriation has

not been made, then the individual must bring legal action. If no funds are
available or no appropriation has been made, then the claimant presents to
theVCGCB.
Although the Public Employees' Retirement Fund is maintained as
part of the state Treasury (§20170), "(the CalPERS] board has the exclusive
control of the administration and investment of the retirement fund"
( §20 171 ). The state Controller has no authority to disburse funds from the
pension system. Only CalPERS can. (California Constitution, Art. XVI,
§17.) Moreover, funds are available. (§905.2(b)(l).)
Yost makes a claim "the settlement of which has been provided by
statute or constitutional provision" (including by Section 21420 as
explained above). Yost was required to present his claim to CalPERS, not
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to the state Controller (who has no control over pension funds) or the
VCGCB.
Section 905.2(b)(4) similarly excepts claim presentment to the
VCGCB for claims "for which settlement is not otherwise provided for by
statute or constitutional provision." Yost's claims are "provided for by
statute or constitutional provision", i.e., by the PERL, the Constitution, etc.
(2CT0232-2CT0324.)
Yost's claims meet Section 905.2(b)(l) and/or 905.2(b)(4)
exceptions so that VCGCB filing was not required. (RT B2:3- B6:19.)
However, the court dismissed these arguments as "an exception that
swallows the entire scheme" (RTBS:l-4, B6:22-B8:7) and did not address
them in its Order Sustaining Demurrer (8CT1647-8CT1656).
J.

YOST'S TIMELINESS ARGUMENTS: "DELAYED
ACCRUAL" VS. "CONTINUING HARM"

Until CalPERS filed its first Demurrer, Yost did not know that his
and the proposed class' losses likely originated from CalPERS' wrongful
accounting.
As a fiduciary and otherwise, CalPERS has a special relationship
with its Members. CalPERS actively encourages Members to rely on its
information. CalPERS is often the only source of information about
pension benefits. Public sector workers repose great trust in CalPERS.
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CalPERS' has "a fiduciary duty to provide timely and accurate information
to its members". (City of Oakland, supra, at 40; emphasis in original.)
CalPERS knew or should have known that Yost and others would believe
that CalPERS acted within statutory authority, including when refusing to
increase benefits based on their optional service credit investments.
Because CalPERS misapplied the relevant statutes, while
representing its accounting as accurate and lawful, it was impossible for
Yost or anyone else to discover the cause, reasons, facts, and mechanisms
behind CalPERS' failure to provide the correct benefits, the resulting loss or
seizure of the optional service credit investments, and CalPERS' refusal to
refund the investment funds. CalPERS' illegal acts and undisclosed
practices delayed the discovery ofPlaintiffs' causes of until revealed in
CalPERS' first Demurrer.
The discovery rule indefinitely delays accrual of a cause of action
until the plaintiff discovers or reasonably has cause to discover the facts
constituting it. (Samuels v. Mix (1999) 22 Cal.4th 1.) Delayed discovery
means delayed accrual of the causes of action. (Fox v. Ethicon Endo-

Surgery, Inc. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 797.)
Further, "[d]elayed accrual of a cause of action is viewed as
particularly appropriate where the relationship between the parties is one of
special trust such as that involving a fiduciary relationship." (Moreno v.
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Sanchez (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1415, 1424.)
The trial court never sought the detailed briefing nor conducted the
evidentiary hearings Yost thought necessary to evaluate the delayed accrual
ofthe claims. (7CT1266:10-7CT1267:1; 8CT1600:2-6; 8CT16218CT1622.) Instead, it "determin[ed] when Plaintiff's causes of action
'accrue[ d)'" solely on the basis of whether Yost had a claim for "continuing
harm" on the theory that he received a reduced pension check each month
(8CT 1653: 16-SCT 1654: 15), then concluded that his cause of action had
accrued in 2007. (8CT1654:16-19).
While the appellate court need not rule on Yost's "delayed accrual"
argument (see fn. 19, ante), it should consider that if delayed accrual is
found, it would determine whether Yost himself still had time to submit a
VCGCB claim if necessary and/or substitute a new representative plaintiff.
If accrual was delayed, Yost could comply with the VCGCB presentment
and eliminate the foundation of the Order Sustaining Demurrer.

K.

LEAVE TO AMEND, SUBSTITUTE NEW
REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFF, CONDUCT PRE-CLASS
CERTIFICATION DISCOVERY
If Yost was excused from or complied with the GCA through

CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" process, the Order Sustaining

Demurrer should be reversed and the matter returned to the trial court for
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prosecution. Yost still has standing to prosecute his class action and it was
reversible error to dismiss the case.
But even if the trial court were correct that VCGCB claims
presentation was required, the delayed accrual of Yost's cause of action
means that he and/or a new representative plaintiff still had sufficient time
to present such a VCGCB claim, file a Second Amended Complaint alleging
compliance, and meet all timing requirements. 27 (State v. Superior Court

(Bodde), supra.)
The court never considered the delayed accrual argument. As a
matter of law, the court ruled that Yost's cause of action accrued in 2007
(when he first received a disability check), the VCGCB's presentment
deadline expired a year later in 2008, and Yost thus has no timely way to
file a VCGCB claim in 2011. (8CT1654:16-19.) On that basis, the court
also ruled that Yost could not represent the putative class and that he lacked
standing because the claims were time barred. (8CT1654:20-8CT1655:2.)
Yost anticipated that the court might improperly strike him as a class
representative. Yost sought permission to discover the identities of other
potential class members and contact them to serve as a new class
27

Yost contends that accrual occurred at the earliest upon the filing
ofCalPERS' first Demurrer on October 15,2010, and that the time to
present a claim has been tolled since the dismissal of the case on March 16,
2011, or at the very latest since Yost filed his Notice ofAppeal on May 10,
2011.
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representative. (4CT07 41-4CT07 46; 4CT0816-4CT0833.)
Amendments for the purpose of adding a new plaintiff when the
originalplaintifflacks standing "are liberally allowed" (Branick v. Downey
Savings & Loan Assn. (2006) 39 Cal.4th 235, 243) so long as the new
plaintiff does not "state facts which give rise to wholly distinct and different
legal obligation against the defendant" (Branick, supra, citing Klopstock v.
Superior Court ( 1941) 17 Cal.2d 13, 20). Yost argued that the legal causes
of action and obligations would remain the same. (4CT0825:16-20.)
The court ruled that there was a difference between substituting a
class representative who lacks standing, e.g. in a UCL case, and
substituting a new representative where GCA presentment is required to
establish standing. (8CT1656:1-4.) It found discovery to identify new class
representatives would constitute a "fishing expedition invariably burdening
CalPERS-the exact result to be avoided by requirement presentment in the
first place." (8CT1655:23-25.) Again, the court assumed a VCGCB claim
was the only way to comply with the GCA and therefore Yost was years too
late. The court never considered the impact of Yost's delayed accrual
argument.
Finally, the court incorrectly ruled that "there is not much lost by
sustaining the demurrer without leave to amend" because "Plaintiffs and
others in his situation have other avenues of recovery" (8CT1656:10-14)
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and then suggested they file administrative claims (8CT1656:5-13). We
have previously discussed the futility of this approach. Further, CalPERS
itself argued the claim may be time barred, even under its own
administrative process. (RT B8:21-Bl0:25.)

VIII. CONCLUSION
The dismissal of Yost's lawsuit without full and fair consideration of
the numerous complex and unusual issues creates a fundamental unfairness
to the great harm of Yost and others.
Yost deserves the correct accounting for his optional benefit
contributions. Yost deserves higher benefits or an annuity. Yost deserves
the benefits of CalPERS' affirmative duties to correct its errors for his and
others' lifetimes. He is entitled to the benefit of the PERL having no statute
of limitations when CalPERS owes a Member money. He has the right to
represent unnamed parties in a representative action so that more injured
people could benefit from his effort.
Although its continued existence is uncertain in the face of the trial
court's ruling, CalPERS' administrative process is "functionally equivalent"
for purposes of the GCA and includes no statute of limitations. Even if
CalPERS' process is incapable of handing class actions, there is no legal
reason to substitute in the VCGCB's process with severe limitations, simply
because CalPERS established a functionally equivalent process that cannot
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handle unnamed parties.
Under the only meaningful interpretation of the PERL and GCA
presented in this case, Yost and his class had the right and obligation to
proceed directly to Superior Court. Yost filed in Superior Court to protect
his and the class' rights to CalPERS lifetime duties.
CalPERS proposes establishing a disturbing Catch 22 against class
actions (and in particular this case) where it asserts a time limitation that it
is barred from asserting under its constitutional duties, its affirmative
duties, under the PERL and in the administrative process.
To be logically consistent, CalPERS must newly assert that all
pension claims are for money and must be first presented to the VCGCB
(not CalPERS) within one year of accrual. To bolster its arguments,
CalPERS has to ignore its own well-established claims process and oppose
any GCA exception - even though CalPERS is slyly and deceitfully
simultaneously seeking to keep selective jurisdiction for cases it likes
11

11
•

The technical GCA issues cited in the Order Sustaining Demurrer
fail to recognize that Yost satisfied the purposes, requirements, and
exceptions of the GCA. Yost notified and provided time for CalPERS to
settle the claims. Yost provided CalPERS sufficient information to
investigate the claim and settle it without the expense of litigation. (§910;
City ofSan Jose v. Superior Court (Lands Unlimited) (1974) 12 Cal.3d 447,
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455.)
Administratively, CalPERS has no power or ability to resolve class
claims. (Rose, supra.) Submitting a claim to CalPERS' administrative
process would prevent Yost from asserting a class action and require him
individually to exhaust his administrative remedies. Later, he would have
no meaningful ability to expand it to a class action. Under this ruling,
CalPERS effectively establishes a one-year limitation on the aggregation of
unnamed individuals' claims.
In sum: (1) Yost was not required to file a claim with the VCGCB
because he notified CalPERS' "functionally equivalent" claims process;
(2) Yost was not willing to file a GCA claim with the VCGCB if it would

mean that the short claim presentation period applied; (3) Yost was excused
from adjudicating his class claims through· CalPERS "functionally
equivalent" process because CalPERS' process could not adjudicate class
claims; and (4) Yost was properly before the Superior Court individually
and as a class representative for claims that were (a) not subject to a statute
of limitations and (b) were entitled to benefit from CalPERS ongoing duties
to correct.

****
Suppose for a moment that Yost is right.
Suppose that CalPERS is breaking the law and violating the PERL.
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Suppose that since perhaps the mid-1970's, CalPERS made a fundamental
error that it is required to correct, that it mischaracterizes the monies
invested and has failed to pay benefits it is mandated to pay.
Suppose further that there are at least hundreds, possibly thousands,
of injured and disabled police officers, firefighters and other government
workers who also invested tens of thousands of dollars with CalPERS,
using other money they had saved toward retirement to buy optional service
credits from CalPERS. That these safety workers were injured on the job,
forced to end their careers and take industrial disability retirement, many
with reduced earning capacity for life.
Now suppose that long after their injuries, CalPERS discloses in a
lawsuit that it is characterizing their investments contrary to statute and that
is why they will receive little or nothing for their investments. Suppose
further that that CalPERS receives the claim and recognizes that it has been
making a costly error for a long time, but instead of fixing the error and
correctly interpreting the law as required, CalPERS seeks to kill the suit in
any way it can- to squash its liability by reaching out for the blunt
instrument of the GCA and denying its constitutional duties and lifetime
obligation to correct.
Finally, suppose the dismissal made in reliance on CalPERS'
briefing stands. What then?
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How are injured parties supposed to get justice?

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: December 12, 2011

LAW OFFICES OF JOHN MICHAEL
JENSEN
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

7

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

8

) Case No.: BC444842

DAVID YOST, individually and on behalf of
others similarly situated,

9

10

l

ORDER SUSTAINING DEFENDANT'S
DEMURRER TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST
) AMENDED COMPLAINT WITHOUT!
) LEAVE TO AMEND

Plaintiffs,

11

vs.
12 CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT SYSTEM (CalPERS), BOARD
13 - OF ADMINISTRATION OF CALIFORNIA
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT
14
SYSTEM,
15

Defendants.

.

)

)
)

)

~
~

16
17

I. Introduction:

18 .
19

20

21

This is a putative class action where Plaintiff, David Yost, alleges that he and others similarly
situated did not get enough retirement and disability benefits from the State of California.

Plaint~ff

retired in 2007 due to a job related disability and receives an industrial disability retirement ("IDR")
'

allowance from the state, which is paid by Defendant California Public Employees Retirement System

22

("CaiPERS"). Plaintiffs theory of recovery is based on his purchase of ARSC optional service ~redits

23

which he believed would increase his retirement benefits. 1 However, when an employee receives IDR,

24

the employee's retirement allowance is automatically increased. (FAC ~~ 13, 22, 23; Gov. Code:§

25

26
27

28

1

The optional service credits come in two forms: "ARSC" and "PVSC." Plaintiff purchased $90,000 in ARSC.

- 1-
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21411,i Plaintiff apparently thought the optional purchase of ARSC would substantially incre~se his
2

retirement benefits, which it may have done, but for his work related injury entitling him to IDR;. In

3

essence, Plaintiff argues that either an increase on top of the IDR allowance is required or that the terms

4

of ARSC are not clearly stated (i.e., that if an employee receives IDR, optional service credits ~ay have

5

little or no effect) such that a refund of his investment is due. 3
The controlling issue of the demurrer is whether Plaintiff complied with, or was required to

6
7

comply with procedural requirements prior to suing CalPERS in Superior Court. Plaintiff was r~quired

8

to first present his dispute with CalPERS to the Victim Compensation and Government Claims J!3oard

9

(VCGCB) and obtain a rejection before suing CalPERS. By failing to do so and by failing to

es~ablish

10

an exception to the presentment requirement, Plaintiffs claims are barred by Government Code (GC) §

11 ·

905.2 and 945.4. State v. Superior Court (2004) 32 Cal.41h 1234, 1239-41.
I. DISCUSSION:
A. Plaintiffs FAC is partially for money damages and requires presentment to the !
VCGCB:
.

12

13
14

15

As a preliminary matter, the requirement that claims be first presented to the VCGCB onfy
applies to claims for money damages. GC §§ 905.2 and 945.4 state in pertinent part:

16

§ 905.2: (a) This section shall apply to claims against the state filed with the California
VCGCB. (b) There shall be presented in accordance with Chapter 1 []and Chapter 2 []
all claims for money or damages against the state. . .
·

17
18
19

§ 945.4: Except as provided in Sections 946.4 and 946.6, no suit for money or damages
may be brought against a public entity on a cause of action for which a claim is required ·
to be presented in accordance with. Chapter 1 []and Chapter 2 [] ... until a written claim
therefor has been presented to the public entity and has been acted upon by the board, or
has been deemed to have been rejected by the board.

20
21
22

23

(Emphasis added.) While some of the relief sought in the FAC is equitable, Plaintiffs claims request

24

money damages. (Se FAC pgs. 59-70: "Alternatively, award damages, consequential damages .. ;."(!d.

25

at 58:21;) "Award damages in the amount to be proven at trial" (!d. at 59:13;) "Award conseque.qtial

26
27

28

2

Describing that when an employee's retirement is due to an on-the-job injury he is statutorily entitled to 50% of his: final
compensation regardless of the duration of his service. Mr. Yost received 51.425 of his final compensation as calcull1ted by
CalPERS. (FAC~ 24.)
3
The ARSC purchased by Mr. Yost does have a disclaimer about the effects ofiDR. (See FAC, Ex. 2, pg. 2).
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damages in Plaintiffs' favor, including expenses incurred" (Jd. at 59:15) ...") Even the request of
2

"incidental damages" in a predominantly equitable action requires presentation under GC § 945.4.

3

TrafficSchoo/Online, Inc. v. Clarke (2003) 112 Cal.App.41h 736,741. By including requests for money

4

damages, Plaintiffs complaint triggered GC § 945.4 and 905.2 and those sections' presentation

5

requirements. 4

6

B. Plaintiff failed to comply with the presentment requirement:

7

Plaintiff devotes a good portion of his opposition arguing that because this case is brought as a

8

class action, he need not exhaust administrative remedies before filing suit. (Opposition, 5:10-9!10.) H

9

argues that because the Administrative Procedures Act ("APA" adopted by CalPERS) makes no !mentio

10

of"class" claims, there is no need to ex~aust administrative remedies. (See Ramos v. County ofMadera

11

(1971) 4 Ca1.3d 685, and Rose v. City ofHayward (1981) 126 Cal.App.3d 926.)

12

Plaintiff ignores the fact that exhaustion of administrative remedies and the Government Claims

13

Act's ("GCA") presentment requirement are independent obligations. 5 Ramos and Rose deal only with

14

exhaustion, not GCA presentment. The court in Bozaich v. State of California (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d

15

688, explains the difference:

16

The right of a plaintiff to file a class action... originates from ... section 382 of the
Code of Civil Procedure. The claim-filing requirements of the Government Code, on the ·
other hand, stem from the legislative prerogative to impose conditions as a prerequisite to
the commencement of any action against the state for money damages [] they are specific!
and mandatory regulations which must be strictly complied with. (Citations.)
·

17

18 19

Appellants' answering argument does not come to grips with the real issue; they have
built a man of straw only to destroy him. Appellants equate the claim-filing requirements
of division 3.6 with an administrative remedy and then assume that the state's only
complaint is that they did not pursue that remedy. Appellants conclude that the individual
claim-filing requirements have no application to a class action because a class action
constitutes an exception to the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies.

20
21

22
2324

The doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies evolved for the benefit of the
courts ... [While] the claim-filing requirements of the Government Code are directly
related to the doctrine of governmental immunity and exist for the benefit of the state, not
the judicial system; they were adopted by the Legislature in the exercise of its legislative :

25

26
27
28

4

5

Provisions of the Government Code are referred to herein generically as the Government Claims Act ("GCA.")
The presentment requirements of the GCA §§ 945.4 and 905.2 are referred to herein as "GCA requirements."
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2

prerogative to impose conditions as a prerequisite to the commencement of any action
against the public entity. (Citation.) The doctrine of exhaustion of administrative
remedies has no relationship whatever to division 3.6 of the Government Code, and it
follows that any exception to that doctrine is not controlling here.

3
4

5

Bozaich, supra, at 697-98 (emphasis added). Recently, the court in Lozada v. City and County ofSan
Francisco (2006) 145 Cal.App.41h 1139, agreed with the older Bozaich case:

6
7

8
9

10

The origin and purposes of the government claim filing requirements and the
administrative remedies exhaustion doctrine differ, and elimination of the exhaustion
requirement does not release a litigant from the need to comply with Government Claims
Act requirements. (Citing Bozaich, supra, at 697-698).
Lozada, supra, at 1155. Therefore, even if the Ramos and Rose cases did establish an exception to the

11 .

exhaustion requirement, they did nothing to remove the GCA presentment requirement. Plaintiff was
12

required to present his disputes to the VCGCB prior to filing a lawsuit in court.

13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26
27
28

C. None of Plaintiffs arguments exempt him from presenting his dispute to the VCGCB
before filing his complaint in Superior Court:

Plaintiffs other arguments opposing the demurrer also fail.
1. There is no "futility exception" to the presentment requirement:
Plaintiff argues that pursuing administrative remedies through CalPERS would be futile }?ecause
CalPERS has consistently maintained that it is properly interpreting PERL (Public Employees'
Retirement Law) such that presentment to the VCGCB would be futile. This argument fails for the same
reason as above: Plaintiff confuses the administrative exhaustion requirement with the distinct GCA
presentment requirement. Plaintiff offers no authority for this innovative argument other than Gl!ier v.
Kizer (1990) 219 Cal.App.3d 422 (overruled on other grounds in Tidewater Marine Western, Inc; v.
Bradshaw (1996) 14 Cal.41h 557, 577.). Grier never discussed the GCA presentment requirements;

rather, it too dealt only with administrative exhaustion.
2. Plaintiff did not "substantially comply" with the GCA's presentment requirements:
Plaintiff argues that he substantially complied with the presentment requirements by delivering a
cover letter to CalPERS along with the summons and complaint already filed in the instant case. (See
-4-
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FAC ~ 84 explaining how Plaintiff filed the complaint on September 2, 2010 and later that day qelivered
2

the summons and complaint to Peter Mixon, general counsel for CalPERS.) Filing a lawsuit prior to

3

presenting the claim to CalPERS (via the September 2, 2010 letter, instead of to VCGCB to which

4

presentment was due), does not substantially comply with the GCA's presentment requirements!

5

"The express language of Government Code section 945.4 requires presentation of a claip1 as a

6

precondition to the filing ofsuit." TrafficSchoo/On/ine, supra, at 741 (emphasis added). The court in

7

Del Real v. City ofRiverside (2002) 95 Cal.App.41h 761, focused on the timing ofpresentmentprior to

8

filing a lawsuit:

9
10
11
12

13

14
15

[Petitioner] rests her appeal on a variant of the doctrine of substantial compliance...
Substantial compliance contemplates that there is at least some compliance with all of the
statutory requirements. (Citation.) A claim that fails to substantially comply with sections
910 and 910.2, may still be considered a "claim as presented" if it puts the public entity :
on notice both that the claimant is attempting to file a valid claim and that litigation will ,
result if the matter is not resolved. ((Citations.) [content of letter must at least "make it
readily discernible by the entity that the intended purpose thereof is to convey the
assertion of a compensable claim against the entity which, if not otherwise satisfied, will
result in litigation"].)

16
17

Del Real, supra, at 768-69 (Emphasis added.) The courts in TrafficSchoo/Online, supra, and Del Real,

18 ·

supra, reiterate the legislative intent behind the presentment requirement as identified above in B(Jzaich:

19

20
21

22

[T]he claim-filing requirements ofthe Government Code are directly related to the
doctrine of governmental immunity and exist for the benefit of the state, not the judicial
system; they were adopted by the Legislature in the exercise of its legislative prerogative •
to impose conditions as a prerequisite to the commencement of any action against the
public entity.

23
24

25

26
27

28

Bozaich, supra, at 697-98. By failing to present his dispute in advance of filing an action in court,

Plaintiff did not substantially comply with the GCA; he did not comply with GC §§ 905.2 or 945.~ to
any degree. As stated above, "Substantial compliance contemplates that there is at least some
compliance with all of the statutory requirements" (Del Real, supra, at 768). There was no compliance
here. Plaintiffs substantial compliance argument must fail.
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D. The time limitations on Plaintifrs claims prevents him from dismissing his suit, •
presenting, it and refilling it so Plaintiff lacks standing as a class representative:

2

GC § 911.2 controls the time within which a claim must be presented to the VCGCB:

3
4

5
6

(a) A claim relating to a cause of action for death or for injury to person or to personal
property or growing crops shall be presented ... not later than six months after the accrual
of the cause of action. A claim relating to any other cause of action shall be presented .. ;
.not later than one year after the accrual of the cause of action.
·

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25.

26
27
28

Plaintiff points out that GC § 20164(a) establishes a "continuing obligation" to retired m~mbers
(like Plaintiff). Plaintiff concedes that a 3-year statute of limitations applies to actions for adjustment of
errors or omissions (See§ 20164{b)). Plaintiff then bootstraps§ 20164(a)'s broad language ontq GC §
20 162(b)(2) which states "in cases where this system owes money to a member or beneficiary, the
period of limitations shall not apply." Plaintiffs argument is that "CalPERS' continuing obligation
trumps the much shorter statute oflimitations in the GCA (§ 911.2 supra), and therefore trumps the
VCGCB presentation requirement." (Opposition, 9:23-28; citing City of Oakland v. Public Employees'
Retirement System (2002) 95 Cal.App.41h 29.) Plaintiffs argument is unpersuasive and again mi~ses the
•

mark as explained in Shirk v. Vista Unified School District (2007) 42 Cal.41h 201. In Shirk, a law was
passed reviving childhood sexual abuse causes of action barred only by the statutory p~riod lapsing.
Shirk, supra, at 211. The Shirk court analyzed the law and found that schools which have "custody of a

child owe[] a duty of care to that child to reasonably ensure its safety." The question was whether the
law's revival of a lapsed statute of limitations also revived the lapsed presentment period without that
effect expressly stated in the law. The Shirk court found a lapsed presentment period would still par a
plaintiffs claim, notwithstanding an express exemption from the statute oflimitations:
[T]he bill's legislative history makes no mention of an intent to revive the deadline by
which to present a claim to a public entity, nor have we found any mention of the
potential fiscal impact of reviving public liability for incidents that occurred, as here,
decades ago. Thus, the legislative history does not support the view ofthe Court of
Appeal in this case that the Legislature's revival of childhood sexual abuse causes of
action otherwise barred solely by the lapse of the applicable statute of limitations also
was intended to apply to the then-already-codified government claim presentation
deadline. The Legislature is deemed to be aware of existing statutes, and we assume that
it amends a statute in light of those preexisting statutes. (Citation.)
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3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

Plaintiff argues that the Legislature was well aware of the claim presentation deadline
under the government claims statute, as indicated by section 340.1, subdivision (c)'s
opening phrase, ''Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw.... " But that interpretation is
inconsistent with the more specific language later in that same sentence expressly
reviving only those causes of action "barred ... solely because the applicable statute of
limitations has or had expired" as of January 1, 2003. (Ibid., italics added.) As discussed
earlier, before a plaintiff can bring a cause of action against a public entity, a timely clailti
must be presented to the entity; when no claim is timely presented, however, such a cause
of action is not barred "solely'' by lapse of the applicable statute of limitations, the
·
phrasing that the Legislature used in the revival provision of subdivision (c). As
explained earlier, ante, 64 Cal.Rptr.3d at page 216, 164 P.3d at pages 634-635, the
government claim presentation deadline is not a statute of limitations. Had the
Legislature intended to also revive in subdivision (c) the claim presentation deadline
under the government claims statute, it could have easily said so. It did not. We thus
conclude that as of January 1, 2003, plaintiffs causes of action against the School District
were barred by expiration of the time for presenting a claim to the School District.
·

11
12

13 .
14
15
16
17
18 .
19

20
21

22
23

Shirk, supra, at 212-13 (Emphasis Added.) Like the law at issue in Shirk, GC § 20164(a) (notin& the

continuing obligation owed by CalPERS) and§ 20164(b)(2) (reviving lapsed statutes of limitations) do
nothing to revive the presentment deadlines set forth in GC § 911.2. As such, the court rejects this
argument.
Two questions remain in determining if Plaintiffs claims are time barred. First, and more
complicated, is determining when Plaintiffs causes of action "accrue?" Second, depending on the
accrual date, is whether Plaintiff can now timely present his disputes to the VCGCB?
Plaintiff argues that his causes of action accrue upon each installment payment of pension, and
that the time bar begins to run from the most recent payment. See Dillon v. Board ofPension
Commissioners of City ofLos Angeles (1941) 18 Cal.2d 427. Defendant argues that Plaintiffs claims

are not for unpaid installment payments, but for the right to collect some increased sum on top of the
money he already collects due to his purchasing the ARSC. The Dillon court explains the difference:

24

25
26

27
28

Whether or not the plaintiffs action is barred by this statute of limitations, therefore,
turns upon when her cause of action accrued. The right to receive periodic payments
· under a pension is a continuing one (citation) and any time limitation upon the right to
sue for each instalment (sic) necessarily commences to run from the time when that
instalment (sic) actually falls due. Before plaintiff can claim these periodic payments,
however, she must establish her right to a pension. If the Board of Pension
-7-
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Commissioners refuses to acknowledge this right upon application, she can properly
bring an action of mandamus in the superior court to review the soundness of the board's
decision, and to establish as a matter of law that she is entitled to the status of a
'
pensioner. (Citations.) An action to determine the existence ofthe right thus necessarily '
precedes and is distinct from an action to recover instalments (sic) which have fallen du~
after the pension has been granted.
·

2
3
4

5

Dillon, supra, at 429-30 (Emphasis added.) In the case at bar, Plaintiff has been receiving !DR

6

payments since 2007. The FAC is principally motivated to establish entitlement to some additional

7

payment in the class from ARSC and PVSC optional pension products. 6 Plaintiff disagrees withi

8

CalPERS' method of calculation and argues that his purchase of ARSC entitles him to a different

9

calculation (or at least some pre-disclosure in ARSC products explaining the impact IDR has on future

10

pension payments.) In order to recover any additional sums of money, Plaintiff must first establi~h his

11

·

right to that additional portion of pension. This specific dispute arose-or began to accrue-in 2007

12

when Plaintiff began receiving payments based on CalPERS' calculation of Plaintiffs pension

13

considering both IDR and ARSC. Plaintiffs claims are therefore not to recover "installments," but to

14

readjust CalPERS' classification system in place since 2007. The delayed accrual principal from:Dillon,

15

therefore, does not apply.

16

The second question is much simpler: can Plaintiff now cure the time bar on presentment ~o the

17

VCGCB? Unfortunately, he cannot. Based on the 2007 accrual date, GC § 911.2's presentment ',

18

deadline ran in 2008. Plaintiff has shown no possible way of timely presenting his disputes to VCGCB

19

as required by the GCA.

20

Plaintiff failed to present his dispute to the VCGCB as required and has shown no grounds for
:

21

the application of any exception. Without prior presentment Plaintiff cannot adequately represent. the

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

6
The motivation behind the FAC is evident from paragraph 2 of the FAC: "The gravamen of the First Amended ComPlaint
is: (a) Plaintiffs have paid, or will pay, substantial sums of money (i.e. tens of thousands of dollars each) to CalPERS to
purchase optional benefits to increase their allowances. (b) CalPERS seizes each Plaintiffs investment·in these optiorial
benefits (in whole or in part) if the Plaintiff retires on job-related or "industrial disability. CalPERS forces Plaintiffs to
involuntarily relinquish their payment for these optional benefits without c~mpensation. Plaintiffs have not breached ~ny
legal obligation. Plaintiffs have simply been injured. (c) CalPERS seizes the disabled Plaintiffs' investment in ARSC!and
PVSC without a hearing, credits the seized money to the employers' accounts, and then uses the funds to offset the !
employers' cost of providing the disabled Plaintiffs with their own disability payments (and thereby reducing the Plaintiffs'
disability entitlement.) (d) CalPERS fails to provide an additional annuity above the disability allowance in part becau~e
CalPERS fails to account for the PVSC and ARSC as either (i) "additional contributions" or (ii) contributions associated with
time outside of the employment where the injury occurred... "
·
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putative class. Moreover, his claims are time barred so he lacks standing to pursue them in Superior
2

Court. For these reasons, the court SUSTAINS Defendant's demurrer.

3

E. Leave to amend and conduct discovery is inappropriate:

4

Plaintiff argues that leave to amend and pre-class certification discovery should be permitted to

5

find a replacement class representative. This argument flies in the face ofthe legislative intent b:ehind

6

passing the strict presentment requirements discussed above. (See Bozaich, supra, at 698: "The claim-

7

filing requirements of the Government Code are directly related to the doctrine of governmental.

8

immunity and exist for the benefit of the state, not the judicial system; they were adopted by the

9

Legislature in the exercise of its legislative prerogative to impose conditions as a prerequisite to the

1o

commencement of any action against the public entity.") As discussed supra, presentment is a

11

precondition to filing a lawsuit. Obviously this case is already filed. The only hypothetical way to

12

avoid the same defects in a substitute class representative is if that individual happened to prese~t the

13

same dispute asPlaintiffhas here, i.e., he or she must have purchased optional ARSC or PVSC, then

14 ·

been injured on the job, and be receiving IDR.
The main problem with permitting Plaintiffs requested discovery is that Plaintiff should :have

15
16

known, and perhaps did know, about the GCA presentment requirements but chose to file suit instead. 7

17

Permitting an amendment under these circumstances would undermine the purpose behind the GCA's

18

strict presentment requirements: to permit state agencies an opportunity to evaluate disputes and

19

possibly settle them without first entering into costly litigation. See e.g., Bozaich and Lozada, supra.

20

As Defendant eloquently put it: "[c]ourts draw the line at granting discovery to find other class members

21

where doing so would sanction abuse of the class action device to make an end run around that standing

22

requirement-especially where there is no need to do so." (Opposition, 10:5-7), citing Cryoport

23

Systems v. CAN Ins. Companies (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 672, 634.) If the court were to permit discovery

24

at this point, it would essentially allow Plaintiff to engage in a fishing expedition invariably burdening

25

CalPERS-the exact result to be avoided by requiring presentment in the first place. The court notes the

26
27
Plaintiff admits to serving Mr. Mixon of Ca!PERS, which resembles presentment, but this was done after the suit ~as filed
and was not presented to VCGCB. (See F AC ~ 84 explaining how Plaintiff filed the complaint on September 2, 2010, and
·
later that day delivered the summons and complaint to Peter Mixon, general counsel for CalPERS.)
7

28
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difference between substituting a class representative who lacks standing, in say, a UCL case (for want
2

of actual reliance), and substituting a class representative here. In the latter, the GCA' s strict

3

presentment requirements (which establish standing) are specifically intended "for the benefit of the

4

state, not the judicial system." Bozaich, supra, at 698. Therefore, in deciding whether to permit

5

discovery, the court considers the effect of that discovery on the state. As Defendant points out~ Plaintif

6

has other avenues of recovery. He can present his case to a hearing officer of the CalPERS bom;d, and i

7

he is dissatisfied, he can petition the Superior Court for a writ of mandamus for himself and oth~rs

8

similarly situated. (See Defendant's Opposition to Discovery Motion, 12:6-14; citing Tarkington v.

9

California Unemployment Ins. Appeals Board (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1494, 1499-501.) Therefore, it

'

1o

seems that Plaintiff and others in his situation have other avenues of recovery. Those are the sruhe

11

avenues set up by the state to preserve public funds and efficiently adjudicate similar disputes. The

12 ·

ability to appeal an adverse decision to the Superior Court at some later point prevents the propqsed

13

class from losing all chance for relief. Put another way, there is not much lost by sustaining the:

14

demurrer without leave to amend; rather, public policy appears to favor the result here. Therefore, the

15

court SUSTAINS the demurrer without leave to amend.

~

16
_./

17
18

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED: Aprildb, 2011

19

20
21

Judge of the Los Angeles Superior Court

22
23
24

25

26
27

28
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